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4. GEOMETRICAL AND BEAM POINTrNG CONSIDERATIONS

This section develops the M BTA mounting and beam point-
ing parameters and derives the optimum rotation axis angle for

matching the conical scan surface capability of the MBTA to the

goosynchronous arc. The derived results are a function of the
latitude and differential longitude of the antenna. The effect

of fixing the rotation axis angle to one value independent of

antenna location for a DCSC system deployed worldwide is also
evaluated.

4.1 LOCAL ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH ANGLES FOR BEAM POiNmING

For a geosynchronous satellite, all MBTA antenna mount-
ing and pointing parameters may be expressed 9 in terms of two

independent variables (v, X), where
?4

v = MBTA (north) latitude (4-1a)

X = MBTA (east) longitude - satellite (east, longitude (4-1b)

and m E 6.61 = satellite radius/earth radius.

The local elevation of the beam pointing direction is

i-m .... (AIos

e tan- 1  m cos (v) cos (X) (4-2)
M/- cos 2 (V) cos 2 (X)

Several special cases of interest are as follows:

a. e = 00 when m cos (V) cos (X) = 1. If X = 00 then

cos (M) = 1/m and v = 81.30. (Note that v and X are interchange-
I able.) If X = v, then cos 2 (v) 1/m and v 67.10.

/i 4-1

-'- --.-- I'i ,... 'V T.. .r l... . 'i ... '
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*b. c = 5e when cos (v) cos (A) - 0.2363. If A - 00, then

v = 76.332*; if A = v, then v - 60.9150.

Figure 4-1 shows the local beam elevation angle for the MBTA as a

function of its latitude and differential longitude. When the

differential longitude, A, is zero, then '

81.30 < (C + V) < 900 (4-3)

as shown in Figure 4-2. 1:
The local azimuth of the beam pointing direction is mea- .

sured clockwise from a north reference, as shown in Figure 4-3.

The equations for the northern and southern hemisphere local azi-

muth differ by 1800: !I
AIN 1800 + tan-[tan XA (4-4a)

AZ.. = ta tan X (4-4b)

i
where AZ ,H" = 1800 and AZ& 1 . = 0O if A =Q0O Also shown in

Figure 4-3 is the satellite angle (relative to the subsatellite 2
axis) to the MBTA. ,

= tan-1 [?) cos2 (4-5) jla CsMCosW

Figure 4-4 shows several additional angle relationships

that exist when the MSTA and satellite position ha-re been speci-
fied. The following are derived from the identities for a right
spherical triangle:

a. cos cos A cos v,

b. cos 1 = sin v/sin ,

4-2 LI
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Figure 4-2. Surn of Beam Elevation and Latitude Angles
81.30 < E + V< 900 at Cc-longit--de Position

-jiL

L

Figure 4-3. Local RBTA Beam
Pointing Azimuth AngleL
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c. sin (AZ') sin X/sin p,

d. tan a a r sin p/(h - r cos p) sin p/(m - cos '),
e. tan Q' sin A/tan v, and

f. 900 - = + c).

Figure 4-5 shows the geometrical basis for d and f.

4.2 MBTA LOCAL HORIZON AND SCAN "PLANE" VECTORS

Two additional unit vectors are used to describe the
l /I mounting and pointing of the MBTA: "

a. p = MBTA scan plane" vector, and OF

b; q = horizon vector in the aperture plane.
4

ok oftc unit vncnr, Z Uie i n the aperture plane, as shoxYM in
Figure 4-6. The local horizon vector q can be deiined as --

qjto ; (4-6)

A

where F is the radius. vector from the earth center to the MBTA
location and R is the beam ',potinting vector from the MBTA to the
satellite position (in this case, assumed to be at the cent"tr of

the defined field of view), z.Ns shown in Figure 4-7.

F

4-64

• .,-.-
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p SNO

I

AA

ri. ...-... .;' = SCAN PLANE VECTOR OF TORUS . . .i2

= HORCON VECTOR IN APERTURE PLANE "iv (3a

Th Scana *Plane Vector p in MBTA

Fi Pe46 t ro n VRto q 9)

L Aperture Plane x 0.

= hi cos 4S + j sin ] (4-b).

UI;. 1=." hE- sn g - j c"4~ ( 4-Be c)-

:[ I1 = r (in + 3. -- -2r cos v cos X (4-'Bd)

],: Ii . . ' .The scan "planea vector iS defined p'as---0(-1i

i ; ! . ! . : .where p lies ,in the plane of R and T, and p~ x T-0.

It =" 4-8 -._.
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The last important geometrical relationship can now be

given as

tan SI tan cos a~ /si x~~2 m Cosp (4-10)
(!anj/M 2 2MCOS + I

This relationship is derived by noting that

tan Z(4-11)

rurhar, noting that

gives

ta 2_Fxx x x

F x~ if ( ( x K) (413

=0

and- since

tan (tI)j-('.) ') -
x

W ~ (f~f (F'.)-ft -~

- Fx
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&1! then

'T-- -TR (since T-F = 0) = hr cos v sin X.
-= FK-F-F =(m cos %i cos X 1 r2

tan QS' " h2j" Sin V

[(m cos v cos A - ) r 2

,- r 2 (n 2 + 1 - 2m co v cos A)]
• ,r2}

.:O( r os v sin ") (m -m COE. Cos .

07. ' sin v) rym2  1 - m cos cs,

, ,:~a + 2m [ cos 1

. Thw iocal horizrn vector may be determined I y a.pplying

equation4 (4-6) and (4-7) or (4-12) (normalized) as follows-"I

-ain (Qi + cos (~)j-cotan Mv sin ()k
"::co an (i1 + ' " "

.T,he a-zimuth angle of q iff zz fxo, tht of the beam ointinq

[ e.g., equation (4-411b 0.Telclrflhvco ta i3T
site, shown in Fiqure 4-8, is given by

1n: 'A sn sin +  co4'6)

A

and the lccal nzimuth angle definod by IS

si. - s sn
(4-17)

-~c S: + O S x i .-. 2
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Thus, ,H

4= AZ - 90 °  "

6% 
i}A . z goo

I'.

NLi! ,I I

VII 
"

Figure 4-8. MBTA Local North
'i'I Vector-

The orientation of the q an. p vectors is shown in Fig-

ure 4-9. Note thit the angle il is nekgative:, ttr a U.S, tTA

torus position viewing an AtlantiP region. satellite.

The unit scan "plane" vector p is derived from

Ai _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (4-18)

H! 4-12

- -,-
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The unnormalized vector expression is

p i[- sin 0,(M 2 + 1 - 2m cos v cos X)+ cos s(m cos v sin X) i

- cos 2 v sin X cos OA] + j[cos 4s(m2 + 1 - 2m cos v cos A)

+ sin 0,(m cos v sin X) - cos2 v sin A sin 0A1

+ k[- cos v sin v sin X] (4-19)

A computer program (Program MBTA-1) for calculating the

pointing and geometrical parameters given v and X is included in

the appendix.

4.3 DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM ROTATION AXES ANGLE, T(,

The beam of the MBTA scans over a conical surface, as

shown in Figure 4-10. The rotation axis angle, 00, is established

by

0= cos1 ] (4-20)

where K is the pointing vector (beam axis) from the MBTA to the

satellite and u is the rotation axis for generating the spherical

portion of the MBTA. A given antenna system at a specific lati-

tude, v, and differential longitude, X, is defined by one fixed

%0 value. With the antenna support structure adjusted to place

the beam on the geeaynchronous arc at one location, exact beam

pointing with scan (or equivalently satellite motion) would re-

quire all derivatives of %0 with respect to 0s (satellite

motion along the geosynchronous arc) to be zero.

4-14
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Ap ROTATION AXIS

I CONICAL BEAM
SCAN LOCUS

Figure 4-10. Conical Beam Scan
L~OCUS

The MDBTA geometrical degr~ees of freedom perm-it the

first two derivatives
1  to be set at zero for an Optimum

solution:~

600 6200
---~ 0(4-21)

The rotation axis Uis specified as

u al +bi+Ck (4-.22)
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Application of the derivative conditions [equation (4-21)1 and L

thie normalization condition

(U 1; /a2+b2+ CI 1 (4-24)

is sufficient to determine = (a, b, c) and the resulting opti-

mum generating axis angle

Cos-1 (a, b, c) (4-25)

A useful identity is

}.~~~ ,1 6 O- ==01-2)w
(o w-- /)- (4-26)

6X': i - W2  6X

Thus, in general dw/6x 0 unless w2 = .

By symmetry, the first derivative of 10 Js equal to

zero for the co-longitude case (X = 0). Application of the first '

derivative condition yields

a sin os(m 2 + 1 - 2m cos v cos X)

+ m cos * cos V sin X - Cos 2 V cos A s '"

+ m sin s cos v sin X

iX+ c- sin v cos v sin = 0 (4-27)

4-16
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while application of the second derivative condition yields

j- cos n2  + - o co v c os A ) .
T .b ' sin B(M2 + 1_ -M o CO V o COS,

I CoS os(m cos v sin X)

+ o 2  + sin v COS {il vCO V COS X 0 4-28)

7~ Thfen i
ax1 + bx2 + cx 3 = 0 (first derivetive) (4-29a)

ax4 + b-"S + cx 6  0 (second dexivative) (4-29b)

a2 + b 2 + c 2  1 (normalization) (4-29c)

4 Since

x = - tan X x6  (4-30)

solving yields

a _ x 6  (4-31a)
'c ( + xh) + h

b h-.
. . = -x 6 (x5h + x4 ) (4 3 b

' = + -x 4" +  x~h  (4-31C )

~4-17
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where

h (X~x5 X2X6)

ProramMBTA-3 in theapedxpoieth tmugnr ig

nent asa fuc".n o theantnnalongitude and the I4BTA lati-

auead ifnd ia showngitude.

Fgr4-1iamaofteoptimum MBAgeeatn

latiude.The optimum MBIA generating a-xis angle at the co-

longtudepoint, soni iue41,vre rm9*a h

equtorto 97 .8 0 over tepeetlttd ag fDC nen

polar axis is L

as shown in Figure 4-13. The magnitude of the inclination angle

is shown in Figure 4-14. At latitudes of 00 ard 900, U3 is iden-

tical. to the polar axis; at intermediate latitude positions it

depparts only slightly from this orientation.

Worldwide deployment of the !4BTA antenna to view syn-

Pchronous satellites from all elevation angles 5* requires iden-

tificat-;on of the minimum number of different reflector designs

(definea by the angle 4'0 between the bempointing direction and

the axis of rotation) and their corresponding region of appiica-

bility. If the angle 00 is fixed for a multitude of !4BTA loca-

tions, some amount of orthogonal plane (parabolic) beam scan loss

4-18
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is required to scan and reposition the beam along t"e geostation-

* ry arc. The antena mount positions the 0aaq exactly at the
"If- center of the fiel.d of view or at tWo symetrically displaced

angular positions about the center of the field of view, as shown

i in igur"e 4-15. The scanned beam postion(s) will then depart
somewhat. from the locus of poiating directions defining the geo-

1 ,rf synehrotous arc. The beaft is repositioned onto the geosynchro-

nous arc by scanning the beam in the parabolic plane of the MBTA.

P j

Figure 4-13. Rotation Axis Inclination Angle !

In termus. of econumy, it is important to minimize the
n1< uier of 41if frent reflector geometries required for it system.
One major objectivd of this study program was to verify that a

a tagle reflector geometry would provide sufficient performance

margints for DSCS appticationQs. Use of a single reflector geom-

etry for all DSCS IOTA locations, with only the reflector support
1structuris v4ryiny to acccmmo4ate different latitude and differ-

ential. longitude postion,.sts in considerable simplifica-

tion fvtX the overall antw system and, minimizes the resultant

~tr

antenna,~~ ~ ~ fa' r.."a c~

, J -. 2.1-
.Y ,.
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JO 20 36 46 ro 66 70 WO 10
L-ATe1VLIE (DEG.)

Yigure 4-14. Rotation Axis Inclination Angle vs
Latituae at the Co-longitude Position
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4.4 POINTING L1TFEC q OF A SINGLIE FtED C WR.. I.

SWhen the reflector gtniera.inyi ais asi:le., C0., iS fixedio

the amount of pointing error with . i.

(desired - actual) beam pointing aQ- 1() - %;.1 (-.33)
i, -I, !4

as shown in Figure 4-16. The anqle t(4,_) is the exaizt awiie

between the fixed io retation axis and the R pintrng vect.or be-

tween the BA and Ute atosynchroaoui aateClita P:si:0n. ;h e

Santenna geometry fixes I - 10 independent of the satellite posi-

tion s as the beam or satellite angle changes, Hence, twe -dif-
ference between the two is essentially the beam pointing error

that must be correcte' by providing somze amtnt of beam scan inr-

the parabolic plane of the MLTA. Fixing t0 zesults in the fol-.

lowing set of defining equations for the MBTA reflector rotation -.

axis. For the first derivative condition tequation (4-27)],

ax1 + bx, + cx3 = ( (4-34a)

for a fixed 40 design tequatior. (4-23)f,

ax 7 + bx8 + cx9 '" cos €0 / mr2 + 1 - 3m cos V cos = x10  (4-34.)

and for the noMalization condition [equation (4-24)1,

a2 + b2 +c 2 = (-34c

4-24 i"
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j-This set oi eqnal--ons specifies the rotation axis parameters L;

(a (, bt3, c) &S f func. iof of antenna and satellite Position~s.

They, atoe returned to the. expressioni

I~~.s R-4'~ ds[lw)u 0  (4-35)

to evaluate the. 0' gsxilrlu assocated, with eatbeam positioning 1
,~~~ olic;itpreceldinq , ot of equations as follows:

X' 4 4X CXQC5 :2:101

S " an411, -ubtractfl. ylds

'a; (.<. >. ' 8 + X 2 7 Q(2C3 x8  X2 Xg) -31

/ax 11 + b::12  (4-36a)

ax7 + bX2xy + cx3x7 =0(3b

ax 7 x1 + bxax 1 + cx9X1 =x 1 0 x1  (4-36c)

Further subtractionl yields

b(X1Y - x 1 x8 ) + c(%:3X7 -x 1 XQ,) =X~

orbx 1 4 + cx1 5 =X 1 6  (4-37)

7.1~ 4-26
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Therefore,

[ a IX+~ 13a+ ; 1  (4-38)

14 .I 5\ + !!X 2 1 (4-39

To find '

a 2 -b +c 2

lip Where

a2= + 2x xC+ x c2  (4-40a)

b2 -2 + 2x19xj0c + x 2 2 2 (4-40b)

Thus,

c2al + X''+ X2 ) + 2c xxE x9 2 0  + (2 + X2 9 1
C. au) + 2c(vv) + rr

=0

and

C F V vv2 - 4uu (rr) 1 (4-42)2uu

The two soluti~ns obtained above both satisfy the first deriva-

Itive conditions. Although t'he ar-'.enna scan performance over a.
limited range ((200 field of view) is v4.rtually identical, the

M1solution provides a bcntter optimum over a wide fieldl of view.

4--27
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The beam pointing angle $(ts) is plotted in Fig- Li

ures 4-17 through 4-21 as a funcLion of 0. at fixed latitudes for

fixed gene-iting axis angles of 900, 930, 93.5O, 940, and 95.5 ,  j
respectively, cith exact pointing at X = 00. The difference be-

tween f(ls) and 0 is the error between the actual and desired

beam pointing directions. This error is compensated by scanning

the beam in the parabolic plane of the MBTA. A reflector surface

defined by 1

= o 93-50 (4-43) A

which symmetrizes the orthogonal plane scan error characteristics I
for antenna locations at 0* and 701 latitude, is chosen as tha

cptimum solution for the DSCS application. A field of view of

±200 requires less than 0.30 of parabolic plane beam scan (no ' 3
mere than one beamwidth of scan at 54-dB gain, and no more than

two beamwiaths of scan at 59--dB gain) for v = 0 and 70* lati-

tudes. Nogligible beam scan error occurs for v = 200-300

latitudes. .1
The scanned beam pointing error characteristics for the

optimum 40 = 93. 50 geometry with exact beam pointing at X = +400 4
and -701 are shown in Figures 4-22 and 4-23. The scan character-

istics as a function of differential longitude are nearly iden-

tical in each case. Note that when X = -701 the beam can be

scunned only in one direction to satisfy the constraint that the

local elevation angle must be greater than 50. This constraint

also affects the range of useful latitude positions (01 to -±44o

for A,= -±700). Table 4-1 summariaes the scanned bean pointing

error (in degrees) as a function of latitude and field of view

for the optimum k0 = 93.50 geometry. Fog- fields of view up to

4UO' and cnitenna beamwidths corresponding to gains up to 60 dB,.

4-28
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93 0o 1
4.10 20 430 40 530 .4 0

RELATIVE LONGITUDE, A ( (DEG) i.i
Figure 4-22. 0($q) for 400 93.5*,

X =40*

Table 4-1. Summary of Spherical Scan Beam Pointing

Errors vs Field of View and Latitude (Oo = 93.5*)

Field of 
Latitude, 

View 0 100 20" 300 400 | 60" 700
. .. :, - .. - - -_ I', . - : - , -Lu :. .. -

100 -0.019' -0.01* 0.0030 0 0040 0.011 0.010 0.020 0.020

200 l-.07* -0.04 ° -0.01' 0.02 ° 0.04* 0.060 0.07
°"tI 70

30* -O.160 -0.09* -0.020 0.0370 0,090 0.130 0.160 0.170

40" -0.29" -0.16* -0.040 0.07* 0.16* 0.23' 0,281 0.300

4-3A
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the performance impact of orthogonal (paraboflia plane- scan r-e-

quirements is negligible. The nr~rower b -,amwt!ltha ancia:ted

S.with the 20/30-0Hz bands require three to five beesnwidths of

t4~antenna reflector surface is mounted to provide two exact

pointingq positions over the field of view, as shown in Fig-

urc 4-15, the maximum beam pointing errors are hai'.re4. The >1

K choice bet.ween the two anten, a mounting &rztarigeinents which pto-
vide either of t-he beam scannxing loci shovwn in Figure 4-iS do-
panda upon the Lystem definition, i.e., a syst&s in which all

satellite positions over the field of view are equaly likely or
a systez in which the mid-point of the field of view represents a

~ faroredbe=u pointing direction.
T $e t ttiOfl axis inclination in the co-longitude. plane 1

(X 0) is shown in Figure 4-24 as a function of latitude fort
fixed 00 angles. The components of the rotation axis vector u. are

shown in. Figure 4-25 as a function of v and A~ for an antenna at

&=00 wita 4 O = 93.S 0 . Program MBtA-4 in the anrwendix n~rovidesHthe beam pointing O 03) and rotaltiorn vector C11, characteristics as
N~ a A-unction of %,j <Ai vt ard Nk

The important conclusions are that, Zoir DSCS applica- 4
tocwith a field of view up to 40J, 4 single reflector surface

geometry. 0 93,50) is sufficient tar a systei deployed woorld-

V wi~de, and that bean pointing errors associated with scan have a

Lu negliyjibtuo impact on RF performance. ..
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I. This section develops and! deta-it" the electrical per-

fo-n'.tce eharacteristicL of the MTA. TY;e aajor part of the

study analysis focuses on the front-fed offset geametry that is

not compensated for spherical aberration. However, phase cor-

j rected MTA systems utilizing either an aberration-correcting

subreflector or an aberration-cor:cecCi:g fe- a-ray are ad're ...

in thae latter part of this section.

15.1 BASIC PRFQUEITC"Y CONISIDERATICIIS

The Governnent K- band frecuencies are considere. tu- be.

the primary frequencies for opti-izir the MBTA design. The

X-band up- and down-link bands are summarized in the foillowin.. *
For the up-link X-baad:

7.9 ; frequency (GRa) 8.4

At SOO !K~iz

f/Ts 6.13%
1.494 X \in.) 1 0 E

3.795 > . ) _ 3.569

and for the dz.n-iink X-bask

7.25 frequency (GZ) < 7.7$.

i 6.57b

1.629 k in.) 1 .j'24

A1 (cm) 3.868- _

t5-4 1
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Th miinimum separation between the trxananlit and receive~

jfrequency bands is
&f.1., (TRANSMIT RECEIVE 150 tulZ ~ l

'IThis :,ci ?araition iraposes special requirements on the nece'ssar'y
filtering anid isolation betw~een the transmit anid raceive ire-;, quevicy bands. In addition, as a result of this separationp any

,uli~iarjunction effets in the feed or antenna sse 4a can give

rise to 'ntermodulation products that cause transrait band anergy

to appear in the receive frequency band spectrum. The total

j X-band Exequency% rar-4e qives a design bandwidth of

fae 14.27% (5-2)

I Thle ave rage T.av Aength over the X-bhanc freqaenc*:' range ia

Xw,,r(X-band) 1. 5 in. (5,-3)

The Ci signs are also evaluate~d at 4-, comamercial frequency

band- A/6, 11/14, and 20/30 Cliz. Th. _....r±acteriatics of these i
frequent )ands area sumarized in Table 5- 1.

.1A
5.2 BASW AERTURkE DIAMETER, GATN,AN

Figure 5-1 suramarize.- the illumination gain anid beami-

width of a re'7-rence circular aperture antenna svstez; as a fuac-

tion of the 6. rnete r- to-watve length Zatio 'D/X). The gain curves

5-2 I'
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" 'cazespond to 65- aid 100-percent aperture effic.ency. The illu-
mination gain curves do not include feed or reflector rm= suxfce

1_-to lerace losses. In this study two cases at the X-band frequen-
cies are oi part-.cui.ar interest:

a. C 54 dB, (D/X) " 220, and 30 = 0.350; and

b. G 59 dB, (D/X) u' 380, and e0 = 0,180.

Ij The diameter, D, versus D/, at the m!.nimum down-link
',:,:,i i! and maxi.mum, up-link X-band frequencies is sho'.dn in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-3 shows D versus D/X at the minimum down-link and maxi-
,, mum up-link frequer,,,ies for ,lil the f_equency oands of interest

in the study.

Ij5.3 SYME4T-RICAL 1KBTA FIELD OF vli~w, r 1 SE I G,L AirWND FEED ILLUMINATION ANGLE PARIHETERS

A symmetrical MBTA geometry with a 90* angle between
W the rotation axis and beam pointing direction provides an excel-I. lent starting point for deriving several basic relationships.

Figure 5-4, which is a cross section through the center of the

14BTA, indicates the derivation of the MBTA field of view or scan

range in terms of the width, W, of the reflector aperture. In

i Vthis figure,

a = sin- (5-4)U,, (, 4)

ij4E is half the included angle from the rotation axis to the, edge of

the fccd illuminated area of the reflector and

I:
-TF

s , 4;.
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-'A sin- (5-5)

NIN, is half the included angle from the rotation axis to the edge of

if t1e reflector a<erture. The maximum scan angle is..

0 ia, x - a) sin -  - sin-  (5-6)

:I. ' iThe symmetrical MBTA field of view is then !

FOV sin -  (5-7)

*1FO~ V1581I

( It D

Bigure 5-5 shows tie '£eld of view verss rati of aperture

plane diensions (W/D) for fixed D/R ([normalized radius of

curvature]- ) values.. Spherical aberration phase errors decrease7 ,with a larger radius of curvature (decre-esing D/R), but the field

of view also decreases if W/D remains fixed.

The pdraxial focus of a spherical reflector is defined
as.

asFparaxial 0 5'R (5-9)

This spherical reflector focal position is shown in Figure 5-6.

Using ray optics, the problem is to determine the fee, poz:ition,

F, which is required to provide an a.ially directed ray. The

solution depends upon the rays position in the aperture plane.

5.-9
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Figure 5-6. or Focusing7I
Tha diotance x = f(a) which provides a Z dixected re-

flected wave fror the spherical reflector is determined by 
I

R= 2x2[I cos (180 - 2a)) 2x2(1 + Cos (2tL) (5-10)

Thus, .4

R T+ s(25

or

95-11
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I Thus, the best fit. focal position for a feed n the spherical

li (  :ar e l c t o r i s 
..

U < 0 . 5 ( 5 1t5 ) L ..

RI

w1here the ex-ct number depnds upon the particular geometry and j

feed edge taper. Thus, for the spherical refleztor,
LIS

The feed illuiiUation half ungte -0- can be detarined from _
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Figure 5-9. The angle to the bottm portion of the t sec-

tion is '

and the angle to the top portion of the offset section is

~,~.rd + D

02 = tan- L--23)

. i Using the relationship

! I iT
~.F 0. 5R

yields

j 2

L taI d (5-24)

(D/R x d/)-

an-1 ID/ x_(1 +_d D)ii = tan-1 'DR x (I + d/D) (5-25)

Note that diD -0.5 yields the syizretric:al MBTA geometry. The

feed illumination angle is defined as

8.c 2 (0 ) (5-26)

t [ " as Eho n in Figure 5-10.

/ 5-17
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ft 
I t

The feed offset angle, 
6osf, can be defined in two di.f- -"

ferent but useful ways. The first definition is

(%1 +  62) (-7

Fi~u~e51l. eo ~, (1:27) -.

fined to che center of the projected aperture plane as 
shown in

Lka +D/2)

'.-. 5-18
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The increased *space taper" attenuation to the top edge of the

reflector suggests, tlat an angle slightly larger ,than that given

'by equation (5r26) would yield optimum gain. The angle defined 1
"by el-6uption (5-20) i ; closer to optimumd although the differences

are arAal. ]
I? ]

V5.5 EED CHflAACTERISTICS AND MINIMUM BEAM SPACINGS

Th'. minimum spacing between adjacent beams in the

ftont-fed MBTA conf:iguration iS determined by the diameter of

I the feed hrn .

" R-F=R/2

where 
0

-62min tan -I ( ) - -- k.- (5-29)

which can be expressed as

" A amia -- D/'(5-30) ,

TIke required feed horn aperture diameter to wavelength I
ratio (dh/X) is determined from the desired edge of reflector

illumination taper. For a simple circular aperture TE11 mode

fead, the -10-dB L- and H-plane beamwidths are related to the

feed horn diameter as follows:

,j.
5 ZI
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II %E(-l0 dol) 100'(0 (5-31a)

O0jq (-10 d8) 1 30 o(L\ (5-31b)

For corrugated horn feeds,
0 0(-10 dB) •1600 (h (5-32)

Assuming a -10-4B edge illumination with a corrugated

feed horn and a feed illumination ailgle

20f JL6-1'0(_(5-33)I 2o 3°\D/-Xoo :\1

and given that the half-power beamwidth of the MBTA is

7- ' (5-34)

1 1 yields

,Aeallin = 2.3 ip (5-35)

Allowance for different feed types and extra structural matezal

around the feed horn aperture yields

60Amin - (2 - 4 OHP (5-36)

The minimum beam spacing for the front-fed MBTA as a function of

D/X with -10- and -20-dB edge tapers from a corrugated horn is

shown in Figure 5-13.

U 5-231
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The measured conplex radiation patterns of a well-

; designed corrugated horn zare rotationally zyvmetric and pro °,r.de

.ian excellent feed illumination for th%e WiTA. I#," The apertuve

t")

. diameter of the corrugated horn is typicall16y oversized i-clative

to that of a conventional co'nical horn fori a specified teed ilbi-

<- , 't_.-r!inn anale, but the viinlmum beam spac:,ings achieved are c,,-

, ceptable for imost applications.i

i" Measured E- aiid 14-plaiie radiation patterns f'-ir a car-

" " rugated feed hoy.-n at 395 Q.f-z are showrn in Figure 5-14. TheI

'" Gaussian-shaped pattern has virtually no sile, ilch he.1ps

: " 5-24
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The -10-6B1 beamnwidths of . ci ul. thei patternsi Cvfinud
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COW.A L abs " j,,ult4'A e Ton. tr .S

il
5nns S U FAC& I'lrLjJF4A , C tA)S S SS

..he qa. loss atsociatod h"t;h 'XA Fn..r...ace t.l-ance.

c, Teasured noririal to the reflecting iurtce iS ,4Ven byV"

G, 10 1og..:j exp COS --

This equation accounts for an effective tolerance in the beam

I

direction of

IThus, with thesm ras s~urface Lclerance specific'ation, the cain A

loss associated with an offset MBTA is reduced somewhat relative

J rto that for a symetrical MBTA canfiguration, as shown in Fig-

ure 5-16.. The gain loss of an offset MBTA geometry (ecsf = 25 ° )

is shouw in Figure 5-19 -S a function of the n-ms surface toler-

ance, L (mils, in each of the. s.pecified frequency bands.

Program MBTA- 5 calculht the qain loss versus normal-

ized surface tolerance (. ',/) for fixed feed offbet angles. Pro-

gram MBTA-6 calculates the gain loss of' tvi MWXPA veersus .'ms

: surface tolerance, c (mils) , for the fi.::ed feed offset angles.

5 7 MPJ T "4E EATWrt,.XPRESSION. FOR ROTATED

?ii-yure 5-20 shows the coordinate zyst em used to derive
i the rathematical expri .isicn 1,, x,y.y z) = 0 or f(u,v w) = 0 for I'.1

VPTA reflector surface.

5-29
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I ~~PARMBOUC CURVE U-ROAINXS

ROATO AXISx

-- S.

1 8

Fiqus 5-20. Geometry for ?'BTA Reflector Equation

The equation of the parabolic sactiori in the (k-z)

if~: p e.x- +f(x, z) 0. (5-43)

Thle '-ransformations between the (xv,,yz) and (uv,w) coordinates
dre

p1 [sin c Cos I]1*
F 1 01 N r AA%

LoJ (Do 0 sin %JLZ 0

5-32
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0 -Cos

YI IjThe equatl.ion o~lth I aaoi jseriozf expressied in thiC (u-w).j
plane becomes

(u..sin %c w cos DU

- I 4Fu cos

- 4The equation of the rotated curve is generally

2+ -2 Irr) = 5-47)

Iwhere rr is the' radius from the Ua axis [determined from equa-

tion f5-46)). Note that

4rr w f5-48)

when v =0. When (D 90O, the equations are womewhat simplifieS[ to result in

u2 -4Fw-4FR=0 (5-49)

V2 + W2 u2 - 4FRJ' (5-50)

5-3
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T hen, since .Lx.,y,Z P 2 , uv,w) , ..

K . "8 .(, '- . .

f(x, ,z) F9) -I l .( , + z 2 ) l6 R'C z + . (5-SI) 41
Note that thw rotated curve de:criptiqL, is not .quivalent to a

qje: ral s c and-corder 1-o lyncrL a I.

:. or tivi genral angle 4qo asa, the equation of the ,

. reflectur surfase is obtained by using the scme derivatin

procedure, but the rem'ilting equation

f(x,y,z) 0 (general ) (5-52) .

. . comb APERTURE PLMAE SPHERICAL ABERRATION

kPMASE ERRCORS

]Inspection of the aperturc plane phase error character-

. r istics provided a cre-at deal of insight into the P characteris-

tics of the MBTA. in fact, the antenna system focal position

(F/R) as a function of offtet arid D/R is most economlically opti-

mized inspecting the aperture plane phase error magnitudes for
various F/R positions.

First consider the path length differences over the

. aperture of a synetrical spherical section shown in Figure 5-21.

The path length from the feed, F, to the center of the reflector

anC back to the center of the aperture plane is a reference: I

k FO + CF 2F (5-53)

OKi 5-34
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'1 Figure 5-21. symtuetrical Spherical

Reflector Geometry
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The path length to an arbitrary position P on the spherical r&-

flector and back to the aperture plane at A is

i (y) -W + fT (5-54)' j.r
. it i assumed that reflected rays arrive aOrmal tQ the a -erture .

plaue, which is very nearly exact for the. range of geometrical "

parameters ..on. ide'rd IM this study. The equation of the reflec-

tor is

,2 + [z - (R - F)1 2  P2  (5-55)

k t,

F= /y2 + y2 (5-56)

z= R-F - (;5-58)K C

: z ' R- F) A 1 - y ;,-

Thus,

= y 2 + (R F) 2 + (R2 - y2) 2 -R F) C T

R 2 + (p-F)2 - 2(R -F) 4~y 55):

and

PA5= AY' 7 y2 - (P- F) (5-6)

5 ,-3f;
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IThe phase p th length difference between the general and central
xays, =xivaxted into degrees, is

00 ; (OYO) 360a

For the offiset MBT geometry shown in F~igure 5-22 with

40 90*, the path length to, die appr.oximaate -!enter (xo,01O) of

the projected aperture plane,

T k 0 FCA 7 1. (5-62)

1 :is taken as a reference. The equation of the parabolic curve

V ~ section described in a coordinate system centered at F is

-2 4F(z + F) =0 (5-63)

FI4F
and

Ii = IZI = F -;:

L
L 5-37
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77 APERTURE PLANE

1A,
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SPHERIC0AL SECTION

Figure 5-22. Offset p15,TA Reflector Geometry (% =) 90')
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COASA? L4L

,) +

'rhe equation otth sUfali ete. t ,,. C r c

ti + Z (R 112.(S6

RH(A) F (5-69)

L4 I

k -Solingyieds Z(x'y)I =I (x Fx TT 7 (-

j jwhich is the equation of the surface; expressed in dpertuze pl1ar" e

coordinates,

~ The path length to an arbitrary aperture plane location

41 ~x~) = + (-71)

T 7 22 
+ 5+ -(-7"2

Fl and

zA (5-73)

5-39
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% .. To s,

q- .... .

A L I... . . . . .', ., L i. ,

f,
. .. ' "1 " , " ,

+ 477\
•~r " 2,

/The path length dij..-rent e be,.tween the :4prucZef-ec oi

ti~on (xc,0,Ci wid 4r. arbitrary al; r.turu 1Cat&0cn txy,0Y con -

vertced to d4CXeQ bccoe.z-I

H. .. .• ,.

('9~~~~ (LVFR~RD TilL

I Uri

I .fl~rJ'TT 7 KCDF (5-75)

-P/ IR/ 4FtRI R/D]i

I For a generalized feed location (CpZ}measured from the

K parabolic focus,

PC r~P ""( + 4T (5-76)

U. and

'".f 2 Ci rf24 Z-z~ (5-77)

.and the generali'ed expression for thle aperture plane phase error
. becomes

5-40
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iCvi t1 e rnta SC t tu&s

qatn bctutg for F/R between, 0,95 an ' Figture 5-23 also corn-

22 a -t h aperture-" planle pha iJ AiZ-oL calcuilated .U1&i11SAi'sr

GAP Proia. an'd -quaticn (5-73).

'"' /t>. •223 !'Y

,:2" 1 '
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[ SYM. Th194 A).... ! 4
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Il >I a/9 OW :I

* I K %.,FL...tt.. 2; 4 ,, 0j.5j0 ro -

i i c I$!05

Fignre 5-211. Symimetrical MBTA (D/R 0.4)
Gain vs F/R

3 Figure 5-25 shaWS the center of aperture plane phise

errors for an offset MBTA geometry (D/R = 0.4, d/D = 1/S.

- 11 percent) as a function of the feed position (F,/1) . Aga. i. J.n

when feed a.plitude weightings are considered, the maximun gain i

AI 5-43
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I (minimum weighted phase error) is expected for 0.48 < F/R < 0.485.

In Figure 5-26, which shows the calculated gain of an offset MBTA

with a specified feed amplitude taper, the middle curve (D/R

0.4) indicates a maximum gain at F/R = 0.483. The generating

axis angle, 'O, is slightly different for the antenna geometries

(o = 90 - 93.5*) compared in these two figures. The conclusion,

I which will also be demonstrated later, is that small changes in

¢0 do not markedly affect the aperture plane phase error

I distribution.

Figure 5-27 shows the center of aperture plane phase

errors when the offset distance, d, is increased to 6 ft (d/D

= 22 percent). A comparison of Figures 5-25 and 5-27 indicates

that the F/R optimization is quite sensitive to the offset

distance. Figure 5-28 shows the center of aperture plane phase

errors for the D/R = 0.3 geometry. Comparison with Figure 5-25

I again demonstrates that the feed positioning (F/R) can be opti-

mized on the basis of a relatively simple aperture phase error

I expression.
The full aperture plane phase errors for the baseline

MBTA configuration are shown in Figure 5-29. The phase error

distribution is symmetrical in y, but the offset configuration

gives rise to an asynmetrical distribution in x (except at the

I center of the aperture, since the feed is at the focus of the
parabolic section). The effective radius of the curvature is

I changing as a function of x [equation (5-69)] over the aperture.

The path lengths to positions on the top portion of the aperture

are shorter than those to the bottom portion of the aperture. I
Hence, the parabolic plane pattern tends to be scanned somewhat

in the (-e) direction.

The aperture plane phase errors can be directly scaled

by D/A. As the frequency increases the edge of aperture phase

errors increase in magnitude until voltage contributions from the
edge of the aperture actually cause a decrease in peak gain.

5
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Maximum gain is then achieved by illuminating only an inner por-

tion of the pi.-'ical apertuce, D. Figure 5-30 shows the cal-

culated gain of the baseline offset MBTA geometry at 30 Gliz as a

function of the -10-dB feed heamwidth. Maximumn gain occurs when

the -10-dB feed illumination angle is 2 x 131 = 26*. If the full

physical aperture is illuminated with a feed illumination angle

of 2 x 210 420, the peak gain is reduced by 0.9 dB.

(.2
AZ N(,,2.i " ' ':i -':4= -----. t -20 . .

CO - 17-,7 -7-,, 0 -K-%,...* ..... it....

611;
4,' A _ , , •. "

Figure 5-30. Gain vs Feed illumination AngleI
at 30 GHz (baseline MBTA)

The full aperture plane phase error distribution for a

D/R 0.5 offset geometry is shown in Figure 5-31. Peak gain

occurs when the -l0-dB feed illumination angle projects to the

5-50, -i
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dashed circular aperture shown in the figure. The average edge

of aperture phase error on the dashed optimum aperture is 2 1200.

The peak gain versus the -10-dB beamwidth is plotted in Fig-
iare 5-32. If the full aperture is illuminated, the peak gain is

reduced by 1.4 dB.

-~J-

1 ft _

...... .... .... .... 1

Figure 5-2s F Illuinato Angl t 30AG--
.. .. 1 . ..61. . 1 .. .. . . . . .I

.. . ... . .,. .. . .;..... . . . . ..

~6 jP ... A+...
.. . . .. . -. . . . . . ....4 -.. .. " --- .. .. i-,. -

-. . 4i- . . . . i .. . . ' '

2 X 4-4

Figure 5-32. Gain vs Feed Illumination Angle at 30 GHz [

(D/R = 0.5 geometry)

The aperture plane phase error expression for an MBTA

with a general 0 angle is derived by using the geometry shown in

5-52
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Figure 5-33. The description of the central path length ray O

is identical to the previous restAits derived for the special case

of G - 900 [equation (5-66)). The equation of tbc rotated para-

bolic section is

v2 + w2 - R2 (u) = 0 (5-81)

or

lR
sin si - R2 (u) (5-2 Iy" + -cos @ +sn0 - n0 _, ii

and .,

R(u) =w (5-83)

(when v = y 0) .is obtained from the equation for the parabolic

j section:

"x - 4F(z + F) *= (5-84)

or

, (sin -0u - cos, 0 w) 2 - 4F(cos %0u + sin ¢0 w + F) - 0 (5-85)

as the general equatioa of the WisTA rotated. surface.

5-53
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Figjure 5-:33. Geormetry for Gcneral 00 Reflectnr suzfr-ce

The general aperture plane phase error expression for

arbitrary 40 and feed position (XFYFIzF) relative to the para-

bolic focii referenced to the phase at (xc,O,0) in the aperture

is

y(x,y,O) 360) X - . (b" YF)2  + (Z- ZF 2 +

D 4/ R/ D D

F R (x,/D) 2
- -I)(5-86)

LR D 4F/R R/D
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- I where z ia found trom the reflector burface equation f(x,Y,z)
I £;

5.9 PARABOLIC PLANE SCANNED IAI ?LED POSITIONS

I The aperture plauie phase error expreSsions derived in

the previous subsection can be utilized to determine to a firut

order the feed positions /&xfx,1 zf4) required to scan the para-
bo.ic lanc pattern. Thu bwa of tha phaz orror- at the top and

j bottom~ of the aperture plane in the y -0 (parabolic) plane~ i6i

ecuated to zero:

Err(xf.,zf6) a'p(x = d * D,0,0) i - d,0,0) a 0 (5-87)

A family of (xt2,zf,) feed position5 which sattsfy this equation

-is obtaiMOA rah set -- associated with an absolute phase error

difference across the aperture plane that corresponds to the ,

scanned beam location. If the aperture phase errors at the top

and bottom of the aperture are L,4 and - , respectively, the

scanned beam position is

tan- I  a ) (5-88)

Since the expression for Al is directly proportional to D/X, the

I scanned beam location is independent of frequenc,'.

For small scan angles,

I
A (d.g) 6s (deg) w -

:5-95
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Program MBTA-9 calculates the scanned beam feed positions and

associated scan angle.

Figure 5-34 shows the locus of scanned beam feed posi-

tions calculated by using equation (5-87) and the corresponding
-- i parabolic plane scan angle for the baseline MBTA geometry. The

calculated scan beam feed positions were then verified using
COMSAT's GAP program. The full aperture integration (GAP) in-

r cludes the effects of feed amplitude weighting. The peak gain as

a function of parabolic plane beam scan is shown ir. Figure 5-35

. for the baseline MBTA. Note that the scan gain loss characteris-

I tic is not symmetrical as a result of differential feed amplitude
weighting effects.

r The space taper amplitude varies differentially with

* scan. The maximum loss at ±2.50 is 2 dB at D/X = 223.

5.10 SPHERICAL GENERATING CURVE MBTA

For applications which require a considerable amount of

scan (or beamwidths of scan) in a plane perpendicular to t 'e geo-

synchronous arc, the use of a spherical generating curve for the

MBTA may prove useful. The reflector system can then bE designed

to have a constant gain for a specified out-of-plane scan re-

quirement. This constant gain will be lower than the gain

achieved with the parabolic g-.necating c;inre when there is no

scan. In addition, it regrires the reflector diameter to be in-

creased to provide a full aperture illumination with the maximum
scan angles. The geometry of an offset D4BTA using a spherical

generating section with a generating axis angle, o = 90 * is

shown in Figure 5-36.

; ;. 5-56
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The equation of the spherical cross section in the

y =0 plane is

X2 + [z (R -F)] 2 R2  (5-90)

or

z= (R -F) -I X (5-91)

The radius of curvature about the rotation axis, U, is

R(x) = X 2  (5-92)

The general rotated plane curve is described by I
z= (R- F) - VR-2  y2  (5-93)

The path length for a ray from a general feed position (XF,YPZF)

relative to F into the aperture plane (x,y,O) is

Z(x,Y,O) = (x - XF) 2 + (Y YF) 2 + - F) -[(R 2 - - y2

+ $R2 -x 2  y- (R - F) (5-94)

and the aperture plane phase error expression is

(D)y (x,y,0) - 3(x 0,O,0)] (5-95)

(x,y,) 3600  (5-95)D

The aperture plane phase errors in the y = 0 plane, are plotted in

Figures 5-37 and 5-38 for two geometries that are similar to

those considered for the MBTA baseline configuration.

5 65-60 
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5.11 ILLUMI14ATIOIIGI OF FRN-E BTA
The illumination gain of the front-fed offset reflector

MBTA, excluding feed system or reflector rms surface tolerance

losses, is suaarized in Figure 5-39. The gain for a 10-percent

offset (dD = 0.1) and a 93.50 generating a is angle is shown as
a function of D/A for fixed D/R values. Gain incteases as the

radius of cu -atuie increases. Because of edge-of-aperture phase

errors, the tradeoff between peak gain and feed illumination
taper is slower for the STA than for a conventional para-bola.

The aperture illumination gain versus feed edge taper is shown in

Figure 5-40 for the baseline N.fTA geometry. A feed edge taper of

-15 dB virtually eliminates feed spillover past the reflector

_ with little impact on peak gain.

The aperture illumination gain versus errors in the

Ffeed offset angle, @of, is shown in Figure 5-41 for the baseline
antenna. Variation of 80sf produced no changes in the beam point-

Iing direction. A ±20 variation about the calculated 0 angle

is required before a decrease in gain is noted.

The illumination gain of the baseline 27-ft-diameter
NBTA as a function of frequency from 3.7 to 31 GHz is shown in

Figure 5-42. An li-percent offset is utilized to ensure that the

aperture plane is unblocked by the feed (or feed house) at the

extreme parabolic plane scan position. The horn diameter must be

F used in conjunction with Figure 5-34 to determine the minimum

offset distance. In addition, an allowance for the roof of the

i

1 5-63
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Figure 5-39. MBTA illumination Gain
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[ room housing-the feed/rail structure must be included. TAheD/R

g - 0.4 geometry provides an Optimum 54-dB X-band gain solution for

I207-40. field of view. [The solution is optimum in the sense

O 20-40' n fie o verall reflector area and ratio of reflector

aperture dimensions (W/D) and ultimately cost.]

The relative projected aperture area of the MBTA is

area = WD (5-96)

i I 
-if the corner panels are not rounded. Since II

LI 1 (5-97) 11!i

then

area (7/180) FOV + 1 (5-9G)

-; 2  
- D1 fl

The projected aperture area'5 of the MBTA as a function of D/R

L for fixed field of view requirements is shown in Figure 5-43.

Contours of equal projected aperture areas can be placed on the
illumination gain curves for a fixed field of view requirement,
as shown in Figure 5-44. The relationship between D/N and D/R,

given a fixed area and field of view, is

2)(5-99)
S ¢ (/l8Oo)/(D/R)] FOV0 + 11

5-67
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These ourves are quite helpful in axrriving at a first-order opti-

mum V.ZVA solution. Given a specified gain and field of view at a

des.ijm frequencyi the cont.vurs of equal projected aperture area
identhi,-,y the optimum D/R geo:-etry. !

I___ ___"___i i.

. . , __7, _7 171
IIF-

r --17> 7
0.5 0.4- 0.5

Figure 5-43. Projected Aperture Axea of MBTA

5.12 OFFSET META FIELD OF VIEW AND SCANIIED
FEED )ARAM&ETERS

The relationship between the MBTA field of v.iew and thie

ratio of aperture plane dimensions for the offset geomett-y is

'6

5-6 RL
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RU

i2DR / 2 (5-100) -"
FOy = R D Rc

FOV ( &~~(2)Eif~- 0,-01 K))

where the ratio of the radius at the center of the aperture

plane, Rc, to the, radius, R, shown in Figure 5-45 is

Ro (D)(xc) sin to R (5-102)R C R x ) 4(F/R)D

[ The field of view versus W/D for the 10-percent offset

geometry is shown in Figure 5-46. Comparison of the field of view
in this figure with that for a symmetrical MBTA (Figure 5-5) in-

dicates that the shorter radius of curvature at the center of the

, aperture for an offset geometry increases the field of view for a
: il fixed W/D ratio. Program MBTA-2 calculates the field of view - -

versus reflector parameters.

The locus of feed phase center positions as a function
I of spherical scan is derived from the geometry in Figure 5-47..!

The .feed arc is defined in the v-w plane as the feed revolves
around the rotation axis, u. The scanned beam locus does not lie

in the v-w plane, but the maximum angular deviation out of this -

, ..... plane is 2(4 0 - 90') for a full ±10 field of view. The beam "I
scan angle, 0., is assumed to be the beam angle projected into

the w-v plane. The coordinates of the feed phase center as a "r function of the beam scan angle are then

'5 70
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wf = -(R - F sin 00) cos 0. (5-103)

Vf = ±(R - F sin 0) sin e (5-104)

I Using the coordinate transformation in equatiin (5-45) and trans-

lating to an (x,y,z) system with origin at the focus yields

,FX (R F sin @0) cos 0 (cos es 1) (5-105)15 1'

YF ±(R- F sin 40) sin e. (5-106)

I! o (R- F sin (D 1

ZF= " - n CoS 2  0- sin 2  0 cOS 8s  (5-107).R sin (DO

When normalized to the diameter, D, the feed phase center loca-

tions as a function of the spherical scan, e., are

xF D(J. - sin (DO cos I0 (cos s - 1) (5-108)

YF= ±D( )1 - sin sin es  (5-109).D R 0)

-I sin 2  c (5-110)

~ IDG)(l 0) si (DC)s

relative to an origin at the parabolic focus (0,0,0).
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~ I The direction consines defining the feed pointing axis

and orientation as functions of scan are also required. The feed

'~ Ipointing axis, zp,, is shown in Figure 5-45. The projection of

the zP axis onto the v-w plane yields

v = sin [6,,cos [ (Do 900 ] (5-113)

w Cos 62O S(of 0 0) (5-115)

The drcincsnsfor the feed pointing in the (x,y,z) co-

ordnats wth heorigin at the parabolic focus are

ax in 0 sf (sin2 t~o + C0S2 (Do COS 95)

si e~Cos 6,f sin to Cosi 30fcos 5 ) (5-116)

ay ~ 4 si cos Oos sin t cosi 0(os Co s to (5-117)

Qi Ez sin 0,, sin 00 c sin 4( os O)(518

-cos AOsf (cos 2 to +sn ~ ~ s

cL~ = 1(5-119)

PrgamFTI1 calculates the feed phase center position rela-
tieioth initial focus given the desired scan angle. It also

furnshesthedirection cosines for the feed pointing.
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5.1.3 PATTERNS AND POLARIZATION

The principal plane linearly polarized patterns for the

baseline 27-ft-diameter FVBTA are shown in Figures 5-48 and 5-49. I
In the geosynchronous plane C = 900), the pattern is symmetrical
in 0, first sidelobe levels are below 30 dB, and the maximum
coss-polarization lobe for a -orrugated feed horn is 33 dB. The
half-power beamwidth is 0.360. In the plane of the offset para-
bolic section (- 00), the pattern is slightly asynuetrical due
to asymmetrical amplitude and phase aperture distributions. A K
sndll amount of beam scan is noted when the feed is at the para- .
bolic focus, and the half-power beamwidth is 3.340 . These pat-

terns were calculated using a -10.6-dB feed taper over the feed

illumination angle of 42.40. Increasing the feed edge taper to
-15 dB virtually eliminates feed spillover energy past the re-
flector with only a 0.2-dB gain loss. A 3X circular aperture
conical horn provides an identical pattern in the * = 900 plane
and a slightly narrower pattern in the 0 = 0 plane. However, the
maximum cross-polarization levels increase to 25 dB as a result
of unequal E- and F-plane pattern amplitude functions from the

conical horn aperture.

The large effective F/D = 1.25 of the baseline MBTA
configuration means that circularly polarized beam squint effects
are negligible. The circular cross-polarization response is
essentially determined by the polarization characteristics of the
feed system.16 1'7

The wide-angle sidelobe characteristics of the baseline

MBTA at X-band to ±5* are shown in Figures 5-50 and 5-51. The
sidelobe envelopes are well below the 32 - 25 logl 0 0 crite-
ria.''8 9 The lack of a Cassegrain subreflector with its feed

spillover contributions to the sidelobe envelope and feed or

5-76
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I subreflector/spar blockage provide the offset META with excep- .
tional wide-angle sidelobe envelopes. The principal plane pat-

terns of the 27-ft-diarnater MBTA (D/R = 0.4) geometry in the 4-,

12-, and 30-G~z receive bands are shown in Figures 5-52 through

5-57. The higher frequency band patterns indicate the effects o1

spherical aberration in the offset reflector. The * = 90 pat-

if tern broadens symmetrically, while the = 00 pattern becomes
S more asymmetrical and the -e scanning effect is more visible. A

i I corrugated feed horn pattern was used to calculate these results.

The X-band patterns for a 48-ft-diameter MBTA with D/R

0.3 are shown in Figures 5-58 and 5-59. A corrugated feed horn

II I pattern was utilized for the pattern calculations. The maximum

cross-polarization lobe is lower for the D/R = 0.3 geometry,

since the reflector surface is flatter. Figure 5-60 shows the '1
D/R = 0.3 offset geometry approximately to scale.

, 1A fTT PMPFA'I AND FEED SPILLOVER

The calculated and measured antenna noise temperatures

for the offset front-fed MBTA are remarkably good. The antenna

temperature measured on COMSAT Laboratories' 32- x 55-ft MBTA

p (elevation angle = 21.61) was 23 K at 3.95 GHz.

Exceptional noise temperature characteristics are a re-

sult of the following:

a. a corrugated feed horn with a rotationally symmetric -

(Gaussian) amplitude pattern which has virtually no sidelobes,
b. the lack of aperture blockage (feed, subreflector, or ;

spars) and forward feed spillover past a subreflector (Cassegrain

I geometries), and
c. an oversize reflecting aperture relative to the re-

quired aperture area, which also reduces reflector spillover.
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Figure 5-60. Offset MBTA D/R = 0.3 Geometry

The corrugated feed horn patterns minimize feed spill-

over energy past the reflector. In addition, the corrugated horn

has exceptionally low backscatter patterns as a result of the

highly tapered feed horn amplitude distribution. Electromagnetic

fields are zero at the edges of. the aperture. Hence, exterior

currents, which would contribute to a backscatter pattern, are

not induced on the outside of the horn.

The percentage of corrugated feed horn energy beyond a
specified amplitude level is

IS0O 360

* J J NO) sin 6 d6 dO
spillover = .60 (5-120)80 P(6) sin e dO de

where 80 is one-half the feed illumination angle.
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With a rotationally symmetric feed amplitude pattern,

the feed spillover beyond a specified illumination half-angle is

spillover (O0  ) sin (5-121)

SIf PL6 O sin 8 d6
0

zigure 5-61 shows the spillover characteristics of corrugated .'

feed horns with beamwidths applicable to the offset MBTA geom-

etries. A -10- B edge taper over the 2f = 24.4* feed illumina-

tion angle of the baseline D = 27 ft, D/R = 0.4 geometry gives
less than 0.57 dB of spillover. Incre.,asing the edge taper to

[ -15 dB reduces the spillover to 0.18 dB.

The lack of aperture blockage and forward feed spillover

V past a subreflector results in excellent wide-angle sidelobes for

the MBTA. Aperture blockage raises the average sidelobe level
and- - is asoc f ,Anev -I- te in large-a-erture an- iI

L~~~. %A4Jz '2UAL'&V -- -- C~.'& tLL'jt

tenna systems. Forward feed spillover in Cassegrain geometries

partially couples to a warm earth and generally gives rise to a

significant sidelobe contribution along the geostationary arc at
an angle off the beam axis that corresponds to the feed spillover

I angle past the subreflector. The gain (in dBi) of this sidelobe

contribution is the feed system gain at the specified angle if

the feed spillover contribution is significantly larger than the

sidelobe contribution of the reflector aperture illumination.

IFigure 5-62 shows the aperture illumi nated areas on the
* MBTA for beams at the center and edge of the field of view. For

* the majority of beam positions, most of the feed "spillover" past
t. the circular illumination area is collimated by the reflector and

appears in the main beam.

£ 5-91
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Figure 5-62. Extended MBTA Aperture Area

Decreases Feed Spillover

The calculated antenna temperature characteristics of

_ the offset MBTA at a-band are shown in Figure 5-63 as a function

,of the local elevation angle. This curvet which is applicable to

both the D = 27 ft and D = 48 ft MBTA geometries, includes 0.1-dB

feed system losses. Additional losses would add

T E(D LOSS (K) loss (dB) . (122)

i
41 5-93q.
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5.15 ABERRATION-CORRECTING STIBREFLECTORS

.I' ~~Aberration-correcting subreflectors
2  have been inves- -1

I 'tigated at COMSAT Laboratories as a means of obtaining better

aperture illumination efficiencies in large-aperture 
(D/X > 300)

offset MBTA antennas. The correcting subreflector concept, show n

in Figure 5-64, involves the design of 
a second reflecting sur-

72 face between the aperture plane of the MBTA and a designated 
feed I

position so that the path length from any 
point in the aperture

to the feed position is identical. To realize a reasonably shaped

iA ij
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subraflector designo it was founI necessary to displace the paxa-

bolc ndspherIcal foci of the IWTA. Hience, because the cor-

rcted MBTA reflector has very poor efficiency when utilized with

a focal point feed, all frequency bands (ranges of D/X) that uti-

lize the corrected MBTA configuration must operate in cQnjUrctio,

with a correcting subreflector.

ln principle, a correcting subreflector could improve

•.the aperture illumination efficiency associated with the smaller

radius of curvature MBTA design (D/R = 0.5) and permit the use of

al~la-aperture dimension ratios (W/D) for a specified field of

view. The correcting subreflector surface is lossless and a sim-,

ple feed horn is used.

There are several disadvantages associated with the use

of an aberration-correcting subreflector. The first is the

mechanical complexity associated with the feed/subreflector sys-

tern. The feed and subreflector must be carefully aligned and

must maintain their alignment while botih travel on different

radii of curvature to scan the beam. For larger aperture X-band

antennas, the subreflector diameter would typically be 5-10 ft

and the precision subreflector surface required would have to be

protected.

Use of the aberration-correcting subreflector results

in a considerable increase in the minimum beam spacing along the

geosynchronous arc. Figure 5-65 shows that the diamLter of the

subreflector limits the minimum beam spacing rather than the

diameter of the feed horn aperture. Figure 5-66 is a photograph

of the correcting subreflector that was designed and tested on a

10-ft scale model torus at COMSAT Laboratories. The aberration-

correcting torus demnstrated aperture illumination efficiencies

of n = 72 percent for D/X < 43C. The -10-in. correcting subre-

flector diameter for the 10-ft scale model would correspond to

4 feet for a 48-ft-diameter MBTA.

5-96
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I 5.16 ABERRATION-CORRECTING FEEDS ,

AS a second method of offsetting the spherical aberra-

tion associated with large-aperture METAs, COMSAT Laboratories *

has developed a unique aberration-correcting feed system con-

cept.21 The primary feed illumination phase pattern is designedI to compensate for the spherical aberration phase errors 22123 of "I

the reflector system. The feed system required to correct for

j j spherical aberration effects has the characteristics shown in

Figure 5-67. The amplitude pattern is rotationally symmetric.

A1  The phase patterns, which are uniform in the plane of the para-

bolic Section, have a phase characteristic in orthogonal direc-
tions which is the inverse cf the phase error introduced by the

spherical aberration of the reflector.

A simple 3-element array implementation of an

aberration-correcting feed system is shown in Figure 5--68. If
the element pattern factors associated with the certral a ou-er

elements are respectively cos L (xjO) and cosn 2 (x28), the feed

array voltage becomes

E(6,4) 0 lCos1 (x8).

+ 2a cosn 2 (x 2 e) eJa cos 2r sin e sin ) (5-123) K I
The greatest anount of phase variation in the 4 = 90 * plane is

obtained for a given outer element amplitude weight, a, by

Fl3 = ±9o (5-124)

ii L The phase pattern in the non-arrayed plane is then

S& +(,o - tan- L cos+ (x1ta -3 (5-125) 1K ,osn. (x)1

St 5-99+ A,
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Figure 5-67. Primary Pattern Characteristics of
Lberration-Correcting FeedA Systemi
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Figure 5-68. 3-Element Aberration-Correcting
j Feed Array

j I A uniform phase (independent of 8) requires identical

I &element patterns

jsi. if eos"~ ( 1E)) 0 0 n2 (x26)(516

The phase pattern in the arrayed plane then becomes

g,(u,900') =taxr 1 [2a cos (2 sino)(51)
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'The ampliL, 'f this phase distribution is determined primarily

by a, the rlative voltage weight of the two outer array elements;

the spatial distribution is determined primarily by d/X0 the feed
element diameters. Figure 5-69 shows the amplitude and phase

patterns of a 3-element array. There is generally a tradeof f
between the desired amplitude and phase patterns. In terms of

transmission, the outer feec. elements can be assumed to create

"mini-beams" in the geosynchronous arc plane which are phased to
narrow the beam provided by the central feed element.

Figure 5-70 shows 5- and 7-element array feeds that j
provide additional degrees of freedom in realizing aberration-

correcting feed arrays. The corrected and uncorrected principal

plane patterns of a symmetrical MQTA qecmetry (D/X = l500, D/R

= 0.5) are shown in Figure 5-71. A 5-element array feed improves

the directivity by 0.8 dB, and the overall aperture illunaxination

efficiency, n, increases from 60 to 72 percent. The corrected J
and uncorrected patterns in the geosyncbronoutj plane. for an of f-
set DBTA (D/X = 820, D/R = 0.4, and 10-percent offset) are com-

pared in Figure 5-72. The directivity improves by 1.3 dB with a

4-element aberration-correcting feed.
Further work is necessary to fully evaluate the caps-

bilities of aberration-correcting feed systems in the MBTA. The

improvement in beam directivity must be weighed againzt increased
feed system complexity and losses. One major advantage oi the '1

rrrstria E nd system is that it is used with MBTA geometries ,

designed for focal point feedis. Hence, lower frequency bands can " j
utilize a single focal point feed, while higher frequency bands

associated with increased spherical aberration can utilize an 4
aberration-correcting feed array. Of course, the minimun beam

spacing increases with the effective diameter of the aberration- "1

correcting feed system.

i
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SI]' 6. MECHANICAL AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
O"TF THE UNCORRECTED FRONT-FED MBTA

6.1 WORLDWIDE DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The decision to restrict detailed mechanical and struc I
I tural analysis to the case of 54-dB gain at 7.25 GHz resulted in

the selection of the 27-ft aperture as the basic MBTA to be con-

sidered. Fixing electrical performance parameters such as (O I

FOV, D/R, F/R, and D/X yields an overall aechanical description

of the reflector as summarized in the specifications table. The

projected aperture dimensions, W x D, are 60 x 27 ft (18 x 8 m),
[ with the generating parabola vertex offset from the bottom edge

of the reflector by 3 ft (0.9 m). The aperture width/diameter

(W/D) parameter is related to the electrical parameters FOV and

D/R as follows: I

W si (i*OV), +FOV 11D /RD/
= j + 1] - +1 J (6-1)

The amount of offset, d, of the bottom edge of the parabola from

the feed center is based on mechanical criteria of feed rail sup-

port and expected building roof dimensions as well as the amount '
fi of parabolic plane beam scan required. This distance enables the

construction or an enclosed feed -iL.uuLuL.. with-"out ...-- area

The use of one reflector geometry for worldwide deploy-

ment by DSCS was possible once a single angle of generation,

O0 =93.5'

6-
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was found to satisfy electrical performance criteria at all loca-

ftions. The range of latitudes and differential longitudes to

which the torus geometry is applicable varies from 00 to 75", •,;

corresponding to locations with elevation angles greater than 5* ..o

Mechanical description of the single reflector/backup
stracture begins with the generating parabola definition,

z u 2
(6-2)

S where the focal length, F, is defined on the basis of paramaeters

, . D, D/R, and F/R. Figure 6-1 shows the rotation of the generating i
parabola into the ,local coordinates system x,y,z according to the

transformation

xl cosa 0 sin a1V

Y 0 1 VA (6-3)
L in a 0 cos z"J

where a to 900.
Figure 6-2 shows tihe derivation of the angle of circu-

lar rotation: 'a'a
e iB -OV ° + 2 sin- , (6-4)

where RXID is the radius of curvature at reflector aperture

height d + D/2. These two rotations define the parabolic torus

surface in the local coordinate system. if a vuxaon backup struc-

ture is defined in the x,y,z system, as shown in Figure 6-3, it
can be rotated with the reflector surface about angle a to form a "'i,

universal structure wik'h the same electrical performance regard-

lCLs of location. The support structure becomes the means of

translating the torus into its global coordinates.

6-2i"
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i The relationship between the antenna local coordinates

and the position-dependent global coordinates is defined via

Ithree angles: the surface generation angle, a, the elevation

angle, in the aperture plane F, and the torus azimuth angle in

the aperture plane, C. Angles C and C, which are functions of
latitude, differential longitude from the earth station to the

subsatellite position, and the ratios of earth raf)ius to satel-

lite orbit distance, are defined a 2'

&-tar 1  COS .o -III U

cos * (1 + M- 2myi Cos

E whereU
earh- earth radius 2 nil

=ground station latitude
X= longitudinal separation of ground station

from the subsatellitc position

Cos - , [Cos cos

3, The mounting coordinates are found by translating the ,i

local coordinates through the three angles, as shown in Fig-

ure 6-4. The bo~Lc altzSi cwe the v~. and
globalX, V,Z systems is

A a r,.5 .a

6. (6-7 .
I.r Ie a:4 "Ali L2%co . L ~s .&
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Y,Yy

X X,YZ define the glatal system

X x,y,z define the local coordinate
system

Figure 6-4. Coordinate System Rotation Angles

For the analysis five sites, listed in Tabl~e 6-1, have

been chosen to represent the diversity resulting from worldwide

deployment of the NBTA. These sites, which represent the poten-

tial pread of the differential longitude and latitude of exist-

ing DCA antennas, are chosen relative to a central satellite

lciation at 333'00100"-" longitude. The locations of COMSAT Lat:3

(razrt nietrick) and Sweden represent the majority of stations

f .)etween 200 and 600 latitude and 200' to 600 differential

A
an' de. Iceland1 represents t-he case oif extreme latitude, but

the ..v.enina mounting -does not change radically from the previous

caze *

6-6
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[I Table 6-1. Representative Sites for Worldwide
MBTA Depl~oymnent

DifferentialSite L4ongitude Latitude Longitude

11Mt. Margret 370E 20S 6411L

Swde 130 MON__ 400_

Mt. Margret and Ascension Island represeut the two ex-

Ktreme siting lccatiuns. Ohi-y L-wo IJAantanni n-appe-r

~7j -in the Ascension Island category of nearly horizontal aperture

plane with the station at the subsatellite point. This cs

should not present any special mechanical problems, since its

horizontal attitude precludes severe wind loading effacts. Tne

-~ Mt. Margret location represents those earth stations at extreme
difterential lorgitude (>600i and Low latitude 20)

DCA earth stations appear to fall in this category. This type of

7 antenna attitude experiences the most se-vere environmental ef-

fects. If the same type of support structure is used for all an-.

due to the reflector's extreme height.

6.2 ICHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

ci~-triai nrfermance reauirp~Tleats are satisfied

by a 27-ft reflector with D/R = 0.4. However, the vcechanical

Iproblem is to maintain the stringent RF gain requirements, esle-
cially Pt higher frequencies. The relationship

6-7
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defines the correspondence between gain degradation of the an-

tenna (GL) and the normal surface root-mean squire (rms) devia-

tion (Ce), where X is the team wavelength, and 0osf is the feed

pointing angle.

The basic specifications require the design of one

structure whose surface deformation is small enough under normal

conditions to realize 54-dB gain at 7.25 GHz. A'second iteration

of the same structure was performed to further reduce surface

errors to meet the mcre stringent requirements at 20 and 30 GHz.

Figure 6-5 plots the curves of gain loss vs surface deviation in

incheu- for the RF bands under consideration. The steep slope of

the curves at higher frequencies emphasizes the performance limi-

tations associated with surface tolerances above the 11/14-GHz

bands, More gain loss must be allowed at these frequencies under

the sae environmental conditions. If the gain loss must be held

to 0.5 dB under operational conditions at 20/30 GHz, a radome 9

protective structure such as that shown in Figure 6-6 may be 4
necessary, .

For the baseline antenna, the maximum rms error consid-

ered was 0.040 in. (1 mm), allowing a maximum gain degradation of

0.5 dB at 8.4 GHz. The degraded performance specification was set

at 0.060-in. (1.5-mm) deformation for l-dB allowable gain loss in

the 7/8-GHz band. The effect of restricting surface deformation

to 0.020 in. (0.5 am) was investigated for higher frequency an-

tenna performance. In this case, the gain loss is re-stricted to

0.75 dB at 2U Cliz and i.3 dB at i0 &iz. Lieiy n i.ztQ.'utka .. "

performed to identify the required structural characteristics for

achieving 0.040- and 0.020-in, surface tolerances.

6-8
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'

Figur 6

~A.J igue -6. NBTA with Radome Environmental
Protection.

The feed transport mechanism considered for the study

is base'd on a design that has been built and tested at COMSAT

Labs."5 Although the transport shown in Figures 6-7 and 6-8 uti-

lizes a front rail support upon the wall of the building, a bot-
tomx rail support may be used so that the transport will have an
independent support and fouindation.

The aiarrow width of the transport allows two adjacent

feeds t~o be separated by approxn.ateJly 20. Additional~ly, the
universality o~f the transport design permits it to operate at any
azimauth angle in the aperture plane. The self-contai:ned drive

and support features of this t:anspcurt allow any feed to be
mounted withi a wide variation in allow'able center ai gravity CXILU

feed weight,
The two orthogonal drives are capable of tracking both

spacecraft diurnal motions and spacecraft station variations
using an open-loop control systemn driven by a minicomputer.

I !o'b
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- 6.3 STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDRATIOUS j
The most difficult structural design problem is to

obtain a single antenna structure package that i.s suitable for

all potential sites and environmental criteria. On ly minor modi-

fications in the antenna support and feed tower structures can be

5 made to suit the individual station requirement.

7- -.

/ ~Axis ofi

-Generaking Parabola3 Xt z'2

a 4F

Rmid1

-- --- - - - - - - - - - - --....- -,"

2x

Figure 6-9. Reflector Geometry

.21As defined by the RF transmission data (Figure 6-9),
the reflector geometry is symmetric about the axis of revolution.

Across the parabolic arc the curvature of each section is unique.

Thus, the cost of fabricating the individual molds or mandrels

6-13, !
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can be reduced by minimizing the nwrber of parabolic panels. Uow-

ever, other considez'ationa including handling storage, and ship-

ping become important, especially as the aperture diameter size

in~reases. Figure 6-10 shows the configuration that is considered

optimum based on a tradeoff study. For a reflectcr in the 27-ft- L

aperture-diameter range, a configuration of four parabolic and

eight circular sections appears to be advantageous in terms of

weight and complexity. PLAU V"

.41~ C... B'

794.'ZI

~t4~.745.8

II v.v . - - I-t --

Figure 6-10. 27-ft ! TA Reilector Panel Configuration

The backup structure for this panel configuration re-
quires a support at each panel corner, adequate stiffness+ modu,- '2

larity.. reasonable weight., sim~ply erectable ,on ,.if,"k ,-- nd

7 L 1

71 3-UG
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': W m~mers. A triangular spine trs irotated about the axis Of

revolution, and a vertical truss is built arouk d the spine at
each circular panel section. The vertical meiwrs are stabilized

i' by, secondary horizontal trusses also followin..,.-tha curvature of

the axis of revolution. Additional diagonal bracing is added

SI duing st.uctural analysis to obtain the required structural

. stlifness and avchanical performance. Figure 6-11, which shows a'K ' typical backup truss, indicates the location of diagonal members

and vertical and horizontai trusses. The reflector surface would

be tied into the backup truss throuvyh adjustable support mecha-

nisms eatieL~ the ivaintcnancc- of tnpt jaaiwfl a' -1qnment and

contour and the"rmal stres3 relief between the aluxuinuxa panels and

steel menbers.

i A 3-point pickup support enables perfect alignment of

the' elevation and tilt angles of the reflector during erection.

owever, a structuze of 60 x 27 ft or more, the stiffness of

only thrde supports would be inadequate to inaintain performance
0i even at lower frequencies. Consequently, a minimum of four sup-

port points has been adopted. The configuration shown in Fig-

p ure 6-12 has the required stiffness for the 27-ft reflector at

most locations under all specified conditions. For earth stations

for which a more extreme positioning or tighter rms tolerance is

required, a support of six or more points might be necessary

l j(Figure 6-13).
The feed transport building is assumed to be a pre-SI engineered environmental enclosure for a cost-effective struc-

4- U-. v.. r -r VWi4 nriw'r, n.-n,4 o t result in beam

deformation, the feed wechanism support is assumed to be indepen-

dent of the enclosure's foundation. The minimum building size of

12 ft on a side accommodates other mechanical and electrical

equipment and provides work room around the transport mechanism.

h -1
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6.,4 APPLIED LOADS ANALYSIS

To design a universally applicable torus antenna, the

*.i basic system specifications have been used to define the requixed

loading conditions for -all matbers and the ntcesarX W~j perto;;-
V.¢ [,,. v.aance of the final structure under those condition "te asiz.

forces applied to 1h MBTA struclural model to test ita parfor-

mance-are wind, gravity, and temperature variations. Of these

three, wind loading is by far the mst severe design condition.

'The def lection f the structure under its own weight is

,c Icultd alone and in combination with the othr forces, Since

gravity.is a static load, its effects can be offset by applying 4
,' corrective deflection at each of the panel support points duving

. ,..rection. 
vJL

6.4.2 WIND

The operational, degraded operational, and survival

wind loads are defined in the specifications as 4$, 60, and

125 mph, reapectively. Wind forces are applied to. the structure

by calculating the wind pressure on the reflector panels accord-

ing tq the relationship~f'

{,i'i,; i. ..re. P = qCDV2 [-9

7 ~ ir windvelouity in mph

iT

4'',ere, , ,'

> ct .
... .D d' hagecoffcint= .

K, ,. A y car esr -: 5
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6.4.3 TEMPERTATURE

Structural deflections due to a 100 F (5.5'1C) dtfferen-

tial temperature between the front surface (reflector joints) and

" the backup and support structures are calculated. This loading

condition represents the case in which solar reflection warms up

the exposed reflector surface faster than the sheltered struc-

tural members, for example, in the early morning.

6.5 ALLOWABLE DEFORMATION AND TILT ERROR BUDGET

.SURFACE rms

Manufacturing tolerances, rigging adjustments, and de-
flections due to gravity, wind, and thermal loads are sources of

, ... surface deformation. For a first design iteratiun the total

allowable rras error budget, CT, is split Nqually among the three

I separate categories, ianufcturing (cm) erection (Er), and en-

vironment (ze), since their effects are ncorrelated2 : I
22 2 2 2 4i,[ii , . =.. = [ ]i2 = C + C2, + 2E ( - 0

The total environmental rms error is the sum of the de-
flections of the panel surface Up) and the backup/support struc-

tures (es) due to wind, thermal, ana gravity torces:

, 2 + 2q2 (6-1l)

6-20
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~Manufacturing and rigging rmns errors are considerec as a total ;

!, for the whole system.
The basic MBTA required gain of 54 dB at 7.25 GHz calls

rfor a miimum operational rms surface tolerance of 0.040 in.

![. i(1 mam), including 0.023-in. (0.58-mra) deformation due to each of

the manufactturing, erection, and environmental effects. If these
i effects are kept equal, the deflection due to wind, temperature, |

and gravity is limited to 0.016 in. (0.41 mm) each for the panels

and support -.tructure. Ideally the deflection of the structure

under its own weight is corrected during erection, and the dis-

Cansequently., the..majority .of the environintal errors can be
budgeted to the wind load deformations.A

Manufac The possible sources of pointing error are wicd, ol

ogravity, d thermal deflections of the support structure; align-
fo;ent errors during erection of'the atennar and oisplacements of

the feed. Deflection of the feed structure itself can be lioe i-

hated by separating the foundation and supports of the seed

~ mefectnsm ate e alhu, the deletin d t ae windtaue,

jected to diplacement due to wind loads on the building walls or
S thermal distortions i its controlled environment. djtends

torthe feed can be used to compensate for the later&l displace-
Conseument of the reflector structure and reduce the pointing error.

F THence, displacements to overall MTA pointing error are sub-

tracted from the total ctispaeient at eU and dsplace m th

uncorrected rms surace error.

ii 6-21
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STRUCTORAL. MODEl

X

The R transaIssion data define the generating para-2the

bolic toroi4a4 .surface;
4 1 r'y y2) ......

'" 8Fz - l6F(xL + + 16(FR)' . (6-12)

wre x, y, nd z are calculated via transformation equa-
:Ition. (6-3). The four basic parts of the torus antaria axe. the '

- reflector surface panels, the backup truss, the support struc- .

• ture, and t he concrete foundation. Since the backup, support,

Sand foundAtion are dependet on the panal size, and number aiid 114i

type of corner supports, design iterations were first performed

on a typical reflector surface panel to optimize its parameters.NI
6 .6. ! P, _,lTS I

-A
Panel optimization involved finding a practical design

of minimum cost and weight. The factors influencing the design

were mterial type, fabrication, as-embly techniques, transport-

ability, and erection ease. It was decided to limit the design

to established fabrication techniques, easily available materials, I
and common overall size and weight. The maximum panel dimension I
was chosen as 9 ft to accommodate shipping size limitation-,.

Aiuminun was used as the basic surface material due to its good '

strength-to-weight ratio, availability, good RF characteristics,

relatively low cost, and the large number of fabrication houses

familiar wit.1 its use in curved panels. For east ut unuLLiuu& IzL

was decided to limit backup structure connections to simple sup-

ports at each corner point.

6-22 i,
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o .r large panels, the advantages ain terms ot cost wece

a. few manufacturing mi andrels,

r;4L b. less joints for oimpler erection procedures,

c. greater -alignment control, and

d. a simpler ba&kup structure.

i For smaller panels the advantages were as follows:

a. light we~ght for ease: 6f shipping and handling,

b. greater-stiff.ess for each panel,

c . Lase of manuf acture, and

V:, ....6. lower cost per unit area..

In addition, the following panel material configuration traaccffs

were considered:

i/i a. solid aluminum plate,

b.. thitZ. aluminu plate backed with corrugated aluminum 14

c. thin aluminum plate 
with aluminum stiffeners, 

or

d. aluminum honeycomb with aluminum face skins.

To determine the optimum plate size and configuration,

the maximum rms deviation is defined as

2

6-23
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K where 6.%, is the maximum allowabLe. panel deflection. :'rom the & 7;.

error budget, 6 is 0.014 in. (0,O9 cm) a4 O. 0 .14n.
(0.176 cm), respectively, for 20- and 40-mil overall .m's toler-

anices in 45-mph winds.

* For Simplicity, the plates are assumed, to be flat for

the initial sizing. This is a conservative assumption since .

curved plates have greater rigidity than flat - The de-

flection of corner-supported, quare plates is ,iefined as2 "

4
Umax - (6-14)

Di='.,. D " tf

where a = function of edge stiffness 0.0249

q = n.fom:wind load = 0.050 lb/in2 (0.034 N/cm2)
a = 8ide dimension :

D = plate stiffness = Eh3/(12(l -v)]

107 psi (7 x N/cm2 ) the aluminu;, modulus .

of elasticityKv' = Poisson's ratio =0.3
h - plate equivalent thickness

The resultant equivalent plate thickness required for.I

various nns surface tolerances is shown in Figure 6-15. This fig-

ure indicates that the minimum total weight is 22.5 pst (1089 N/

., cm2 ) for a solid aluminum 8-ft square plate configuration vs

'.,, 8.9 pat (427 N/m2 ) for a 4-ft plate. The equivalent plate thick-

ess for corrugated honeycomb or beam-stiffened thin plates is

t Ihequj$v = (-!5p1

where I is the section area moment of inertia per uxit length.

K'6-24 T_L:! ..
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Figure 6-15. Equivalent Pl.ate Thickness
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Figure 6-15 indicates the critical relationship of

o ~panel size to surface tolerance. since the 60-pcuedoiae

in both cases, the recommended maximum panel Sizes appear to be

.8 an4d 6 ft for the 40- and 20-mil cases, respectively. Some e:-_

axmples of equivalent stiffened plates are shown in Figure 6-16.

For a typical 8-ft square plate, the section moment of inertia

required to meet the 60-r'l surface tolerance criteria at 60 mph

would be 0.42 in3/in. (2.7 cxn3/cmn).

Regardless of configuration, the thinnest aluminum face

sheet used wn 0.060 in. (0.152 cma) to protect the reflector sur-
face from perinanent deformation due to the impact of hailstones
or otheX moder:ate SiZ.e particles.,' 7 11 0  Based on a maximum panel
diir*,it--ion of 9 ft (2.7 ift), several reflector configurations were

&n&~ ~ed(rigure 6-17). To reduce wind deflect ions on the struc-

the four corner panels were shaped to eliminate unnecessaryr

.ce area. The configuration of three parabolic panel sections
would recuire irregularly shaped corner panels to accomplish the
area reduction without gain, loss. Simple triLangular corner panels
can be used with four parabolic panel sections to mininize anea

reduction.

6.6-.2 BACK(UP STRUCTURE

Based on the results of the p~incl optiiziation, a stiff,

lightweight, universal support was needed for the reflector. To

add commonality to both the backup structure and the reflector,

the main structural frame is a basic vertical truss structure

tied to the panels at eacli corner point. i-ie generatcinc. tju;; ji -
rotated -about the axis of1 rtemvolution of the reflector. Additional
stiffness is obtained by tying each vertical frame together via
horizontal trugses and diagonal bracing. Given the latitude and

6-26
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I

Neuiral W,,q Channel Stiffeners

Axis

V L -orrugated Sheet

/ iioueycomb Core

Figure 6-16. Reflector Panel Cross Section
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stctIon

-1P n l ----

2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-i

3-1 3-2 3-2 3- 3-2 3-2 3-3..

Parabolic 7-1
-4 -..-- I" L

Sec ti on
21 Panels

12 Connetins

i 1 t1t'

S1 2

3 -1 3 3-1 .-

14 Connectons i

Figure 6-17. Panel Configurations
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I longitude at the deired earth station location, the backup

structure and reflector panels are then rotate into the global .

coordinate system via transformation equation (6-7). Some typical

coafigurations considered for the generating vertical truss are

shown in Vigure 6-18.

After panel analysis design iterations, it was decided

to use a 4 x 6 panel ref!ectOr surface as the baseline configura-

tion. The panel layout shown in Figure 6-19 was chosen for de-

sign iterations. The nine vertical trusses required for this

configuration are supported by the main spine truss gencratcd as

a curve about the axis of rotation of ,the reflector.

All ==eers in this a- alysis ajoe A.36 structural stool

in commonly available sizes. Ideally the reflector surface panels

,'jare attached to the trusii at each corner ~yrods with, aQjuztmcunt
=chanisms to make alignnent corrections during erection.

I A 4-point attachment to the support structure was used
for the initial desipj., iterations. A detailed view of the backup

structure reduced from a XAS'TAR plot for ti'e 27-ft 1}3'TA is th.n

in Figure 6-23.

6.6.3 SUPPONT POINTS

The type of suppoart iat=ers is deterrtined by the re-

I quired stiffness of the torus structure in its operational posi-

tion. The structural stiffness in turn is a function of the

number and spacing of pickup and foandation points, the unbraced '

length of the steel members, and their relative configuration. i
Thus, each location requites A unique support structur e to accam-

I odate its antenna positioning.

6-29 Li.
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£6 The sizple 7-member steel suppart structure shown in

Vf: Figure 6-21 wa. used for design, iterations of the basic MBTA an-

t- tenna. It uses a loweit tripod as the main static load carrying

mw amber. The dynamic wind load is transmitted through the V and A

\Itaxes to ground. The V frame can also servo. as a pivot wechanismar
for correcting the tilt ot the antenna during ert:ction. This par-

I ticular support system is not a self-standing structure; the

backup structure member assem-bly must be included to achieve

overall stability,.2

igure t-l shcwrs a stable wd 2e*ss flxxibl s pport

structure. This configuration night L4 necasaary at sites where

the most severe wind load ovc rtu:,  r ts occur, 0. .wher.,

because ot the extreme lonjth of the V and A frane members and

.the requred antenna size or extreme site locatiom, the 6-n~mber

design is unconservativa.

Fig-ure 6-22 shows the stiffness requirements of the

"ame reflector tranalated to different locations. The projected
area times Maxinum, ralector height is normalized to its surface

area times the apertur e height to give a measure of the relative

wind loading deformation problem. It can be seen that the dynamic "

deflections at the M.t. Margret location are potentially six times 4;

as severe as those at zhe Ascension Island location,

6.7 STRUCTURAL LAYOUT

The MBTA-1l program, developed at COMSAT Labs, estab-

lishes the precise geometrical coordinates of antenna panels,

bac.up, support st'ructures, and feeds based on optimum RF param-

' eters and site location. The main part of the program lays out

the . and panel support geometry, front and side wind loads,

6-33
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Figure 5-25. offset (11%) MBTA (D/R =0.4) Aperture
Pla.ne Phase Errors
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ME (minimum weighted phase error) is expected for 0.48 < F/R < 0.485.

In Figure 5-26, which shows the calculated gain of an offset MBTA

with a specified feed amplitude taper, the middle curve (D/R

0.4) indicates a maximum gain at F/R = 0.483. The generating3 axis angle, 0, is slightly different for the antenna geometries

(to = 90 - 93.50) compared in these two figures. The conclusion,

I Iwhich will also be demonstrated later; is that small changes in

to do not markedly affect the aperture plane phase error

distribution.

Figure 5-27 shows the center of aperture plane phase

errors when the offset distance, d, is increased to 6 ft Cd/D

22 percent). A comparison of Figures 5-25 and 5-27 indicates

that the F/R optimization is quite sensitive to the offset
l £distance. Figure 5-28 shows the center of aperture plane phase

errors for the D/R = 0.3 geometry. Comparison with Figure 5-25
S again deosrtsthat the feed positioning (F/R) can be opti-

mized on the basis of a relatively simple aperture phase error

Iexpression.
The full aperture plane phase errors for the baseline

2[ MBTA configuration are shown in Figure 5-29. The phase error

I distribution is symmetrical in y, but the offset configuration

gives rise to an asynanetrical distribution in x (except at the

center of the aperture, since the feed is at the focus of the
parabolic section). The effective radius of the curvature. is

i changing as a function of x [equation (5-69)] over the aperture.

The path lengths to positions an the top portion of the aperture[ are shorter than those to the bottom portion of the aperture.

Hence, the parabolic plane pattern tends to be scanned somewhat,

in the (-6) direction.

The aperture plane phase errors can be directly scaled

by D/A. As the frequency increases the edge of aperture phase

errors increase in magnitude until voltage contributions from the
edge of the aperture actually cause a decrease in peak gain.
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Figure 5-27. Offset (22%) MTA (D/R 0.4) Aperture
Plane Phase ErrorsI
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M4aximu gain is then achieved by illuminating only an inner por-

tion ol the physical aperture, D. Figure 5-30 shows the cal-

culated gain' of the baseline offsot MBTA geometry at 30 Gllz as a

tunction of the -lO-dB fIeed hearnwidth. mlaximum gain occurs when
the -l0-dB feed illumination angle is 2 -130 260. If the full

physical aperture is illuminated with a feed illumination angle
of 2 210 420, the peak gain is reduced by 0.9 dB.

'I K

4O ......

A' ~.-' -
CO]

at 30 G1z(bslieiB

The ullaperureplae phse r~ro: dstrbu~in Fr a

occurs when te -0.d GeedilsFlumination Angelro estth

at35G-bs50e BA
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da shed circular aperture shown in the figure. The average edw*
C'f aperture pha*.P error on the dashed optim= aperture is u 120',

The peak gain versus the -lC-dB beamwidtsh i plotted in Fig-

. j ,.re 5-32. If the full aperture is illuminated, the peak gain is

reduced by 1.4 dB.

I 
L

-- 4.-*t 
,  ,' ' .- -9. ..-

:: ." " ' " " " . . . . ....... . . . . .".. . "

cc0

60" ........- - '

611

-'.~ ~ ...... . ..... : .. : . . . . ; ... .

,... ........ .

--2.4 _

Figure 5-32. Gain vs Feed LLnination Angle at 30 C e4z
(D/R - 0.5 geometry)

The aperture plane phase error expression for an META

i with a general 4€0 angle is derived by using the geometry shown in
5-5

5-7'
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I Figure 5-33. The description o the ceatal path leAgth ray to

is identical to the previous resalts derived for the special case

of 00 a 906 [equation (5-66)1 , T'a equation of the rotated paxa-

bolic section is

V,2 + w - n-

or i

+I..!; co 0i(-x +o si t4l R-2(u) (6-82 ) .

Ru) w (5-83)

(when v = y = 0) is obtained from the equation for the parabolic

x- 4F(z + F) a0 (5-&4)

or

a (sin Q0u - cos 0w) 2 - 4F(cos 40u + sin %ow + F) = 0 (5-85)

as the general equation of the MBTA rotated surface.

[ I

";h I
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Figure 5-33. Geometry for General 0 Reflector Surface

The general aperture plane phase error expression for

axbitrary 0 aid !eei position (XF1yF.ZF) relative to the para-
bolic focus referenced to the phase at (xc,0,0) in the aperture

is

1i~xi,0 360 (Y Y
XC XF2 r(.P 12

- ,I ./D R

.. (D-86)

5.-54
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I+ ,I
where z is found from rho reflector surface equation f(x,y,Z)

7).9 PARAS3OLIC Pr.MEF SCAM4SED BE-AM FEED POSITIONS

S The aperturo plane phase error exprcssions derived in

t previous subsection can be utilized to deterine to a first

Sorder the feed positions (xf,,0,zfa) required to scan the para-

bo2ic pla=c patteri. The um of the phase errors at the top and

jbottom of the aperture plane in the y - Q (parabolic) plant is

equated to zero-.

Er*x6 z() d + D,O,O) + t(x -dOO) -0 (5-87) a a

A family of (xf,,zfn) feed positions which satisfy this equation

-obtained Each set is associated with an absolute phase error

difference across the aperture plane that corresponds to the ,1

scanned beam location. If the aperture phase errors at the top

and bottom of the aperture are and - respectively, the

Scanned beam position is

" ea " sn't 0o wD/X /

Since the expresion for A; is directly proportional to D/1", the

4scanned beam location is i.ndependent of frequency.
For small scan angles,

A (dig) 6& (deg) '5-89)
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Program MBTA-9 calculates the scanned beam feed positions and

associated scan angle. -

Figure 5-34 shows the locus of scanned beam feed posi-

tions calculated by using equation (5-87) and the corresponding
parabolic plane scan angle for the baseline MBTA geometry. The

calculated scan beam feed positions were then verified using

COMSAT's GAP program. The full aperture integration (GAP) in-

cludes the effects of feed amplitude weighting. The peak qain as
a function of parabolic plane beam scan i shown in Figure 5-35

1+
for the baseline MBTA. Note that the scan gain loss characteris-
tic is not symmetrical as a result of differential feed amplitude

* weighting effects.

The space taper amplitude varies differentially with

scan. The maximum loss at ±2.50 is 2 dB at D/X = 223. g
5.10 SPHERICAL GENERATING CURVE MBTA

For epplications which require a considerable amount of

scan (or bea-.widths of scan) in a plane perpendicular to the geo-

synchronous arc, the use of a spherical generating curve for the

MBTA may prove useful. The reflector system can then be designed

to have a constant gain for a specified out-of-plane scan re-

quirement. This constant gain will be lower than the gain

achieved with the parabolic qt'nerating curve whe.. there is no fl
scan. In addition, it reqi.res Che reflector diameter to be in-

czeased to provide a full aperture illumination with the maximum

scan angles. The geometry o an offset MBTA using a spherical

generating section with a generating axis angle, 00 900 is r

shown in Figure 5-36.

5-56
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q The equation of the spherical crods section in the

y 0 plane is

x+ fz (R-p)12  R2  (5-90)

or

Z~ (R-F) -/~(5-91)

The radius of curvature about the rotation axis, i~t is V'

R(x): /R7 (5-92)

The general rotated plane curve is described by

Z= (R -F) -R x 2 2  (5-,93)

The path length for a ray from a general feed position (xpFypzF). -

relative to F into the aperture plane (x,y,0) is

I (x,Y, 0) =~(x -XF)
2 + (y -yF) 2 + [(R -F) -R -2 y ZF]

+ j/R2 -X- yy (R- F) (-4

and the aperture plane phase error expression is

=30 (D)Lz(xYIO) -ix 1 ,)

The aperture plane phase errors in the y =0 plane, axe plotted in

Figures 5-37 and 5-38 lor two geometries that are similar to

those considered for the MI3TA baseline conficguration.

5-60LI
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Figure 5-37. Aperture Plan~e Phase Error vs FEed
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5.11 ILLUMINATION GAIN OF FRONT-FED MBTA

The illumination gain of the front-fed offset-reflector

MBTA, excluding feed system or reflector rMs surface tolerance

losses, is aunarized in Figure 5-39. The gain for a 10-percent

ii' offset (dD = 0.1) and a 93.5O generating axis angle is shown •as

a function of D/A for fixed D/R values.. Gain incieases as the

radius of curvatuz increases. Because of edge-of-aperture phase
ierrors, the tradeoff between peak gain and feed illumi nation

taper is slower for the MBTA than for a conventional parabola4,

The aperture illumination gain versus feed edge taper is shown in

Figure 5-40 for the baseline MBTA geometry. A feed edge taper of

-15 d5 virtually eliminates feed spillover past the reflector
I| .with little impact on peak gain.

I The aperture illumination gain versus errors in the
f feed offset angle, 6 osf, is shown in 'Figure 5-4,1 for the baseline

antenna. Variation of eos f produced no changes in the beam point-! .ing direction. A t2v variation about the ca.i1culated Oosg.anqle

is required before a decrease in gain is noted.

The illuminatnion gain of the baseline 27-ft-diameter

BTA as a function of frequency from 3.7 to 31 G1z is shown in

Figure 5-42. An 11-percent offset is utilized to ensure that the

£ aperture plane is unblocked by the feed (or feed house) at the

extreme parabolic plane scan position. The horn diameter must be

used in conjunction with Figure 5-34 to determine the minimum

offset distance. In addition, an allowance for the roof of the

[

1 5-63
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I room housing the feed/rail structure must be included. The D/K I
; :.4-geometry provides an optimum 54-4B X-band gain solution for

200-404"'feld of view. [The solution is optimura in the sense

of minimizing the overall refiector area and ratio of reflector

aperture dimensions (W/D) and ultimately cost;,.]

The relative projected aperture area of the MBTA is

LI area WD (5-96)

I il the coxner panels axe not rounded. Sinced

roVy o.]2\. - 1) (5-97) I_
I then

area (TI O) + 1
---v - ' FOV + i( - 8

S D/R)

The projected aperture area'" of the MBTA as a function of D/R!i:, Ifor fixed field of view requirements is shown in Figure 5-43.
Contours of equal projected aperture areas can be placed on the

illumination gain curves for a fixed field of view requirement,

as shown in Figure 5-44. The relationship between D/N and D/R,

given a fixed area and field of view, is

'2)
"W/1={U( i ) /(D/R)l FOVO + l H

. -

i i " . ,6"



These cli_ e s a e qui te helpful in a zi i g at a fi zt~oz re apt i-

IumIA solution. Given a specified gai, and f ield of view at a

e~ .frequency, the cnt.urs of equal projected aperture area !

identi', thu aptimum D/R geo.,etry. - "

1!

..r' r

0.7..4 (4 °V,

Figuq e 5-43 Projected Aperturar u aea of MBTA"

The relationship betwee, the MBTA .ield of vAefw and tle
ratio o aenxture plane dimensions for the offset geomt. is

I U
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i

FOV 11800\/0 \ (5-101)

where the ratio of the radius at the center of the aperture4

plane, R., to the radi.us, R, shown in Figure 5-45 is'~

t. 1c in -C (D/R)2 /x2
~1 + C 0kI\Is 0 (FR (5-102)

The-field of -view versus W/D for the 10-percent offset

geometry is shown in. F~igure 5-46. Comparison of the field of view

dicates that the shorter radius of curvature at the center of the

aperture for an offset geometry increases the field of view for a

ir fixed W/D r; tio. t-rogram !BTA-2 calculatqs the field of view

versus reflector par.ameters.
ofsherca locus of feed phase center positions as a function
of shercalscan is derived from the geometry in Figure 5-47.
The eedarcis defined in the v-w plane as the feed revolves

around the rotation axis, U. The scanned beam locus does not lie

in the v-w plane, but the maximum angular deviation out of this

plane is 2F(Po - 900) for a full i1301 field of view. The beam

sCan angle, 8s, is assumed tu be the beam angle projected into
the w-v plarne. The coordinates of the feed phase center as a
function of the beam scan angle are then

5-70 L
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Wf = -(R - F sin to) cos 0 s (5-103)

vf = ±(R- F sin (D) sin as  (5-104) 1
Using the coordinate transformation in equation (5-45) and trans-

lating to an (x,y,z) system with origin at the focus yields

uIx F = (R - F sin 00) COS $0 (cos O8-i) (5-105)

yr = ±(R - F sin (0) sin 0 s (5-106)
-.

(R F sin t
Z= COS2 0 - sin 2 %0 COS es (5-107)• s in 4 0 N'

When normalized to the diameter, D, the feed phase center loca-

tions as a function of the spherical scan, 0., are

-I t

XF  D' 1 sin 00 co oCOS 8oc s  i (5-108)

• ~y 'D YF = -DD sin t sin a. (5-109) : i

D{R)( F sin ¢0) 1 -cos2 t0- sin 2  o co,. as.] (-1)i , !

if,( Fll~ a-

.. s, (5-110)

relative to an origin at the parabolic focus (0,0,0).I
I- . "

I"'', .•
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ILI

___A._RF sin

Figure 5-47. Scanned Beam Feed Position Geometry

Trhe length of the projected feed arc for the offset

MBTA is

Z 2?&Yf 2(R - F s.in 4 ) sine 0.- 11

(37sin ( sir, 0.(-12
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~The direction fo ansdfnn the feed pinting inthxis~) c

aorintatwihto in a tio e pfscaralsocu areie.Tefd

= sin [@,,f +- (0- 900)]~'~

LT,
v o ofO 2 ~ + sin 2 6z coss 16, +(s09 ) (5-118)

aT + o 8Co e + 10 900))

T~ns he direction cosines for the feed pointing..heC~~z o

oriae ihteoii a h aaoi ou r
Lx si 8.1(i2 o+CS 0 o s
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, 5.1 _ATTERNS AND PoLRIZATION

The principal plane linearly polarized patterns for the

baseline 27-ft-diameter MBTA axe shown in Figures 5-48 and 5-49.

In the geosynchronous plane (# - 900), the pattern is symmetrical
in 0, first sidelobe levels are below 30 dB, and the maximum
cross-polarization lobe for a corrugated feed horn is 33 dB. The
half-power beamwidth is 0.361. In the plane of the offset para-
bolic section ( = 0), the pattern is slightly asymmetrical due
to asymmetrical amplitude and phase aped-ture distributions. A
small amount of beam scan is noted when the feed is at the par4-
bolic focus, and the half-power beamwidth is 0.34". These pat- Li
terns were calculated using a -10.6-dB feed taper over the feed
illumination angle of 42.40. Increasing the feed edge taper to
-15 dB virtually eliminates feed spillover energy past the re-
flector with only a 0.2-dfB gai loss. A 3X circular aperture

',H conical horn provides an identical pattern in the $ = 90* plane

--a 4aslightly narzower pattern In the W plan--. However, the
maximum cross-polarization levels increase to 25 dB as a result

of unequal E- and F-plane pattern amplitude functions from the

conical hcrn aperture.

The large effective F/D = 1.25 of the baseline MBTA
configuration means that circularly polarized beam squint effects
are negligible. The circular cross-polarization response is
essentially determined by the polarization characteristics of the

feed system. ; , /

The wide-angle sidelobe characteristics of the baseline

MBTA at X-band to t50 are shown in Figures 5-50 and 5-51. The
sidelobe envelopes are well below the 32 - 25 logl 0 6 crite-

ria. 1 ", 9  The lack of a Cassegrain subreflector with its feed
spillover contributions t* the sidelobe envelope and feed or

5-76
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i I sabreilector/spar blockage provide tha 'offset MBTA with excep-

tional wide-angle sidelobe envelopes. The -principal plane pat-Sterns of the 27-ft-diameter MBTA (D/R = 0.4) geometry in the 4-,

12-, and 30-GUz receive bands are shown in Figures 5-52 through

5-57. The higher frequency band patterns indicate the effecto of'

spherical aberration in the offset reflector. The € = 90' pat-

tern broadens symmetrically, while the ¢ - 0" pattern becomes
more asymaetrical a=d the -0 scanning eff.ect is more visible. A !

corrugated feed horn pattern was used to caltculate these resul's.
, The X-band patterns for a 48-f t-diaseter MBTA with D/R

0.3 are 8hown in Figures L-58 and 5-59. A corrugated feed horn

I pattern was utilized for the pattern calculations. The maximum

cross-polarization lobe is lower for the D/R = 0.3 geometry,
since the reflector surface is flatter. Figure 5-60 shows the

D/R = 0.3 offset geometry approximately to scale.

5.14 NOISE TE.MER 7URE AID FEED SPIL.LoVftm r e

Vvz calculated w d measured antenna -noise temperatures
I for the offset front-fed MBTA are remarkably good. The antenna

temperature measured on COMSAT Laboratories' 22- x 55-ft MBTA

K (elevation angle 7 21.60) was 23 K at 3.95 Gz.
E Exceptional noise temperature characteristics are a re-

sult of the following. -

a. a corrugated feed horn with a rotationally saynetric

(Gaussian) amplitude pattern which has virtually no sidelobes,
b. the lack of aperture blockage (teed, subreflector, or

i spars) and forward feed spillover past a subreflector (Cassegrain

geometries), and
c. an oversize reflecting aperture relative to the re-

3 quired apeiture area, which also reduces reflector spillover.

-. .. 5 .
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- .. ,". O/R'C.3, .... U.,
,,' - ' - " d0  =eZO"n"Di

F/R a491
, .. .. \ . Cosf t ",'

. 2032 p(ROTATION AXIS)

I~. L

'-I Figure 5-60. Offset MBTA D/R - 0.3 Geometry !

.C' The corrugated feed born patterns minimize feed spill--
,;,,| over energy past the reflector. In addition, the corrugated horn
::;! ;i"1has exceptionally low backscatter patterns as a result of the
' highly tapered feed horn amplitude distribution. Electromagnetic
ii:"-,fields are ;ero at the edges of the aperture. HenceD exterior

J~i" currents, which would contribute to a backscatter pattern, are

:. " not inducaed on: the outside 'of the horn.
,':, :. -The prcent&ae of corrugated feed horn energy beyond a

specified amplitude level iS

D, ,') sin 0"dO d'
si: !. pilIlover =, ':9 ( 5-12 0)

0!," P(O) sin e do de

,, ..... .where Og is one-half the feed ililumination angle.

d,0,

zU
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i With a rotationally symetric feed amplitude pattern#

the feed spillover beyond a specified illumination half-angle is

.180o
, / P(8) sin 6 de GIIe~spillover = 8o(5-121)

J P(6) sin 6 dO

Figure 5-61 shows the spillover characteristics of corrugated

feed horns with beamwidths applicable to the offset HSTA geom-

etries. A -I0-dB edge taper over the 2 61 - 24.40 feed illumina-

tion angle of the baseline D = 27 ft, D/R u 0.4 geometry gives

less than 0.57 dB of spillover. lncrf.asing the edge taper to

~ [ 15 dB reduces the spillover to 0.18 d5.
The lack of aperture blockage and forward feed spillover

I past a subreflector results in excellent wide-angle sidelobes for

the b-TA.- Aperture blockage raises the average sidelobe level

"I and is a major 'ource of wide-angle scatter in large-aperture an-

tenna systems. Forward feed spillover in Cassegrain geometries

partially couples to a warm earth and generally gives rise to a 4
significant sidelobe contribution along the geostationary arc at
an angle off the beam axis that corresponds to the feed spillover

angle past the subreflector. The gain (in dBi) of this sidelobe

contribution is the feed system-gain at the specified angle if
the feed sploercontribution is sinfcnl agrthan the

sidelobe contribution of the reflector aperture illumination.

Figure 5-62 shows the aperture illuminated areas on the
MBTA for beams at the center and edge of the field of view. For

the majority of beam positions, most of the feed *spillover* past

the circular illumination area is collimated by the reflector and

i appears in the main beam.

5-9
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, .1 \1 1

theo~f csur6.Etete MBTA Apertund re shwAnFq re 3aafnto

Kof the local elevati"on angle. This curve, which is applicable to

both the D 27 ft and D = 48 ft MBTA geometries, ±ncludes o.x-da
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5, 15 ABERRATION-CORRdECTING SUBflEFECTORS

fAberration-correcang sureflectors2  have been inves-K:ttigated at COMSAT Laboratories as a means of obtaining better [L

aprtreillumination efficiencies in lag-prue(D/X 300)
offset NBTA antennas. The correcting subreflector concept, shown -,

p in Figure 5-E4, involves the design of a second reflecting sur- L
face between tJ.s aperture plane of the !4BTA and a designated feed

position so that the path length from any point in the aperture j
to the feod pcsition is identical. To realize a reasonably shaped

5-94I:) I
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I ;Ub.taIl CtQo design, it was uni necessa,, to ,iUpIace the paaa- L"

"'": ' '.bolic and 9,0herical' foci ot t/ie I.STA Ilece, btcauze the c:or- ''"- ,

rected I§TA reflector has: very' poor ef ficiency whenA utiiz.ed with,

a focal Point fead, all frequency bands (ranges of fl/XI that uti-
,liz the corrected M1TA configuration ust operate in conjunstion

wi.th a correcting subreflector.

In principle. a correcting subreflector 6ould improve

S'a the aperture' ii' min'ation 'et!fie~cy 'associated with the smaller
radius of curvature MBTA design ('D/R - 0.5) and permit the use of
,-malier aperture dimension ratios (W/D) for a' specified field of

view. The .orrccting subreflector surface is lossiess and a sim-

* ple feed horn is used.

There are several disadvantages associated with the use

of an aberration-correcting subreflcctor. The first is the

mechanical complexity associated with the feed/subreflector sys-

ten. The feed and subreflector must be carefully aligned and

must maintain their alignment while both travel on different
radii of curvature to scan the beam. For larger aperture X-band

.. antennas, the subreflector diameter would typically be 5-10 ft

and the precision subreflector surface required w'ould have to be

' . protected.

* Use of the aberration-correcting subreflector results
in a considerable increase in the minimum beam spacing along the

geosynchronous arc. Figure 5-65 shows that the diamuter of the
subraflector limits the minimum beam spacing rath.r than the

diameter of the feed horn aperturc. Figure 5-66 is a photograph I'

of the correcting subreflector that was designed and tested 'on a

10-ft scale'model torus at COMSAT Laboratories. The aberration- '

correcting torus demcnstrated aperture illumination efficiencies
of n - 72 percent for Di < 430. The -10-in. correcting subre-

,, flector diameter for the 10-ft scale mode), would correspond to

4 feet for a 48-ft-diameter MBTA.

4/I. '79::.. 5-,6
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5.16 ABERRATION-CORRECTING FEEDS

"I"" As a second method of offsetting the spherical aberra-

tion associated with large-aperture MBTAs, COMSAT Laboratories

N has developed a unique aberration-correcting feed system con-

cept.2 1  The primary feed illumination phase pattern is designed .

to compensate for the spherical aberration phase errors2 2'2 3 of

the reflector system. The feed system required to correct for7

'3 spherical aberration effects has the characteristics shown in A

"- Figure 5-67. The amplitude pattern is rotationally symmetric.

L t The phase patterns, which are uniform in the plane of the para-

bolic section, have a phase characteristic in orthogonal direc- 4
tions which is the inverse of the phase error introduced by the

spherical aberration of the reflector.

th A simple 3-element array implementation of an t

berration-correcting feed system is shown in Figure 5-68. If

the element pattern factors associated with the central and outer

elements are 0respectively cocnl (x18) and Cos n 2 (x2e) , the feed

array voltage becomes

EO,¢) = cos (Xsi)
2a cosa 2 (x 2 8) eJ9 cos 21 -sin 6 sin (5-123)(~;' (5-123 t

The greatest amount of phase variation in the * = 90 * plane is

I' , obtained for a given outer element amplitude weight, a, by (.
se'

a -90 (5-124)
The phase pattern in the non-arrayed p]ane is then

<I~tn- [2 o- 2  x0 (5-125)

5-994
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Figure 5-67. Primary Pattern Characteristics of
'exration-C rre ting Fe', - system~
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Figure 5-68. 3-Element Abecration-Correctinq
i -, Feed Array

A uniform phase (independent of 6) requires identical

element patterns

co -S n (X 1 ) =cos
2  ( 2 ) (5-126)

The phase pattern in the arrayed plane then becomes

t (U 1,90) tans 2a cos 2 sin 6 (Z-127)

t j 
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. The a.., '"tide of this phase distribution is determined primarily '

by a, n relative voltage weight of the two outer array elements;

the spatial distribution is determined primarily by d/X, the feed t,

element diameters. Figure 5-69 shows the amplitude and phase

patterns of a 3-element array. There is generally a tradeoff

between the desired amplitude and phase patterns. In terms of

transmission, the outer feec:., elements can be assumed to create

"mini-beais" in the geosynchronous arc plane which are phased to

narro.w the beam provided by the central feed element.

Ficure 5-70 shows 5- and 7-element array feeds that

provide additional degrees of freedom in realizing aberration-

correcting feed arrays. The corrected and uncorrected principal

, plane patterns of a symretrical MBTA qecmetry (D/X = 1300, D/R

"" - 0.5) are shown in Figure 5-71, A 5-element array feed improves

the directivity by 0.8 .1B, and the ov_ ral1 aperture illumination

efficiency, n, increases from 60 to '72 percent. The corrected
and uncorrected patterns in the goosynchronous plane for an off-
set MBTA (D/X = 820, D/R = 0.4, and 10-percent offset) are corn- -A

pared in Figure 5-72. The directivity improves by 1.3 dB with a
4-element aberration-correcting feed.

Further work is 'nzLcessary to fully evaluate the caj?-

bilities of aberration-correcting feed systems in the MBTA. The

izprovement in beam directivity must be weighed againt increased ..--

feed system complexity and lossas. One major advantage ot the
.co-r_-ectin- fd system is that it ic used with MBTA geometries GU

designed for fozal point feeds, Hence, lower frequency bands can

I " utilize a single focal point feed, while higher frequency bands f
associated with increaied spherical -aberration can utilize an
aberration-correcting feed array. Of course, the minimum beam 4

spacing increases with the 4ifective diameLer of the aberration-

correcting feed systeit.

F, 1- 5-1 2 --0
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I . E 41NCAL AIND STPUCrURAL C1{ARACTERTnTCS
- F N" N.QRRCTED VPfOfT-FED MBTA

£ 6 WORXWIDE DEPLOYMENTCo!S DERA' IONS

The decision to vsLrict detailed mechanical and struc-
ftual 'analysis to the case of 54-dB gaih at 7.25 GHz resulted in

the selection of the 27-ft aperture as the basic MBTA to be con-

sidered. Fixing electrical periormance parameters such as 00,

FOV, D/R, F/R, and D/X yields an. overall aechanical description
of the reflector as sumarized in the specifications table. The I
projected apertt,re dimensions, W x P, are 60 x 27 ft (1$ x 8 m)

with the generating parabola vertex offset from the bottom edge

of the reflector by 3 ft (0.9 in). The aperture width/diameter
(W/D) parameter is related to the electrical parameters FOV and : I
D/R as follows:

5-[i & + [fOvRAD +

The amount of offset, d, of the bottom edge of the parabola from

the feed center is based on mechanical criteria of feed rail sup-

port and expected building roof dimensions as well as the amount

of parabolic plane beam scan required. This distance enables the

I constzruction ot an enclosed feed 5tzuLu. wthout aperture area

The use of one reflector geometry for worldwide deploy-
mant by DSCS was possible once a single angle of generation, ,

93.56I 4$-i ' 9.5I
!I)X

6-1b
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was found to satisfy alectrical performance criteria at all loca-

A4 tioris. The range of latitudes and differential longitudes to

which the torus geometry is applicable varies from 01' to 75t,
corresponding to locations with elevation angles greater than 50.

Mechanical description of the single reflector/backup f -

structure begins with the generating parabola definition, U
- '' = --- (6-2)

;1 e where the focal length, F, is defined on the basis of parameters

D, D/R, and F/R. Figure 6-1 shows the rotation of the generating i ]
parabola into the .local coordinates system x,yz accord-ng to the LIJ

f ' : trans formation

>1 [E 1 [0~' y2 (6-3)z'. sn 0 cO's a,'z-.M

where a ro- 90. ,
Figure 6-2 shows the derivation of the angle of circu-

lar rotation:

hegh d+ OV + 2 sin -1  (6-41 i

where RB11 is the radius of curvature at reflector aperture .

height d D/2. These two rotations define the parabolic torus .

surface in the local coordinate system. if a co=on backup st-ruc-

ture is defined in the X,y,z system, as shown in Figure 6-3, it

can be rotated with the reflector surface about aainle 0 to form a
IN universal structure with the same electrical performance regard- i

less of location., The support structure becowes the means of

translating the torua into its global coordinates,

1

4" .t I
•6 2 lLtUi

,,iI ~ "I" . , . ": ! " '... "" . ..K ,,.
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>1The #relationahip b etwcen the azitcnna lorcal cooxxkzusateis.
4n4 the oith-peda91b1coc-, dinateu is definead via

5three angles.- the cuitaoo gencration anq3ea tile elevatian

the aperture plane-, '. An .ies and q. 0- Which are. functions o-,.

latitude, differential. longitude £romi the earth station to the J

jsubsatcll1ite position, and the! ratios of earth raeli"u to ntcl-
ite orbit dittanca, are defined as"~

i .cos coo -MI

S inQ J

tan- V2 1 -C (6-6)

[1M -hr n erhrdu/satellite + earth radius

4 'g~round station latitude,

.' , '''," .,:I

X longitudinal separation of ground stati&on

:1

T~Sc mounting coox'dinaces axe found by translating'the
local coordinates thro-,ugh -the three angles, as shown in Fig-
ure 6-4. Thu icla i etieen the Mfl'shl 7i and

global XV.a Sistezas is i.

t . , /

4 ,14 (e 6-7)

Iat , 1jn,. t he .a1 01 AX 16 , ;I
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Iz

f Y,Yy

IX,Y,Z define the glaobal system

X~fX x,y~z define the local coordinate
system

Figure 6-4. Coordinate System Rotatiorn Angle

For the analysis five sites, listed in Table 6-1, have

been chosen to represent the diversity resulting frow. wozldwide

deployment of the MBTA. These sites, which represent the poten-

tial spread of the differzntial longitude and latitude of exist-
iikg DCA antennas, are chosen relative to a central satellite

location at 3330001 00"1- longitude. The jocations of COMSAT Lahs

(Fort Dietrick) and Sweden represent the majc-rity of stations

f ing between 200 and 60' latitude and 200 -to 600 differential

K ait e Iceunid represents the case of ex:reme lat-Jtude, hutt

11' 6-6
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Table 6-1.. Representative Sites for worldwide
1MWTA Deployment

SiteLongtude Latiude Differential
Site ongitde LaitudeLongitude 1iiMt. Margret 37 0 E 26S 640 1

Sweden 130E 60ON 400

Iceland 340 0E 66ON 70

Ascension Island 3460E 7*S 130

COMSAT Laboratories 282.76E 39.2 0N -50.30

Mt. Margret and Ascension Island represeiit the two ex-

ftrans siting loaatiuxtb. 0,01Y Lwo DC"A ,rtea Zite +nea to l fI

pane with the station at the subsatellite point. This case

shudnot present any special mechanical problems, since its
Aseso sadcaeoyo7eryhoiotlaetr

horizontal attitude precludes severe wind loading effects. The

M.Margret location represents those eaxth stations at extreme

differentia. longitud~e (>600) and low latitude (<200). Several.

[4DCA~ earth stations appear to fall in this category. This type of

antenna attitude experiences the most severe environmental ef-

fects. If the same type of support structure is used for all an-

I~ tennas, it will provide the least stiffness for these locations

due -to the reflector's exctreme height.

6.2 MECHANICAL CONISDERATIONS

- T 'lls n rfnrmance recyquirpments are satisfied

by a 27-ft reflector with D/fl = 0.4. However, the arechanical

problem is to maintain the stringent RF gain requirements, espe-

j cially at higher frequencies. The relationship

S- 7
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GL = 10 log1 0 exp - . cos (60sf) (6-8) t1 :'•. . ' +.9

f dfines the correspondence between gain degradation of the an-
. . tenna (GL) and the normal surface root-mean square (rms) devia-

tion (c), where A is the beam wavelength, and 0osf is the feed

pointing angle.

' The basic specifications require the design of one

structure whose surface deformation is small enough under normal

!. conditions to realize 54-dB gain at 7.25 G z. A second iteration
of the same structure was performed to further reduce surface

£j.I errors to meet the more stringent requirements at 20 awid 30 Glz.
?r Figure 6-5-plots the curves of gain loss vs surface deviation in ii

inche;' for the RF bands under consideration. The steep slope of

the curves at higher frequencies emphasizes the performance limi- i1
tations associated with surface tolerances above the ll/14-GHz

'  bands. More gain loss must be allowed at these frequencies under
- the same ei- vironmental conditions. If the gain loss must be held

4i. to 0.5 dB under operational conditions at 20/30 Gliz, a radome

protective structure such as that shown in Figure 6-6 may be

necessary. . ,
. 5 .For the baseline antenna, the maximum rms error consid-

- ered was 0.040 in. (I mm), allowing a maximum gain degradation of
0.5 dB at 8.4 GHz. The degraded performance specification was set

at 0.060-in. (1.5-m) deformation for 1-dB allowable gain loss in
the 7/8-GHz band. The effect of restricting surface deformation V
to 0.020 in. (0.5 mm) was investigated for higher frequency an- + I
tenna performance. In this case, the gain loss is restrict-d to
0.75 dB at 2U Gbz and 1.5 d5 at 4u 6 &esiyn ituLL; f
performed to identify the required structural characteristics for

;'K achieving 0.040- and 0.020-in. surface tolerances.

+I;

':'Si .. ;L' + .
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Fi~gure 6-t-. K!3TA w."%-.h Radome Enviionrnemtal
Piotection

The feed transport mechanism considered for the study

i.s based on a d~esign that has been built and tested at COMSAT
Lass. " Although the transport shown in Fi gures 6-7 and 6-1 uti-

lizes a frflt r-il support upon. the wall of the building, a bot-"

~ 4torn. rail support may he us;ed so that the transport will have art
independent sup,, rt and foundation.

The nari.ow width of the transport allows two adjacent

f ee-ds to~ be separated by approximately V0. Additionally, the
universality of the transportl- design permits it to operate at anyF' azimnuth angle in the aperture'plane. The self-contained drive
and support features of this tr- nsport allow any f~eed to be
mounted with a wide variation in allowable center of graviny Cul

feed weigYht.

N. Tbe two orthogonal drives aire (apable of txacking both
sp,-cecraft dliurnal motions and splkcecraft station variatiuns
using an cpe..A-loop conitrol, system driven by a minicolftruter.

............................ .,f
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16.3 STRUCTURAL D1ESIGIICU 1)CAIIS

'The !=s t diff icult strutural design probeMz ig, to
obtain a single antenna atziicture pzka~ th~at i". 4uitable for3all potential sites and onvinmental crlt.a;ia. Only zine wi-

fications-in the antena aupport- an4 feed vtoweL stgtctures can a

mde to sBuit the individual station-racpuirenent.

T I ~" - Ax Mis of

-~~~~- t e t iv-- - ,

1~ , Vure 6-9. R.eflector Geomtry

k;:pined by the RF transmiasion data (F'igure 6-9),Ithe relet(7i' qec~try is sytnmetri~r a-bbit the axis of revol.ution.
Across th ri~holic axc the curvature of each sactixn is unique.
Thus$ te cos of faibricating thie individual molds or mandrels

6-13
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can be educed by mxinimiziing the pum~er of pa~rabol~ic r~nel klOW-

V ex .,othat considerationsB including hanidling, stora e, and ship-

ptig~ beco~e izportaltj especially as the Apertute dianiater sizL

increiases. Figure 6-2.0 shows the configuration1 thait. is considered

opt.z'm-. based on a tradooff Ft4 *or ai zef Isctcr in th~p 1-fit-

aVekt';r-iaz.eter range, a conf ig~.AaLiQou of four paraboliq and.

tight circul~ar sctions appe4ra to be advantageous in termns of .

794.zI irs
806-%4"

6a11 .- 
A- - - -
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- universal applicability. Figure .6-3 shows te primary vertical,

zembers. A triangular spine truss is rotated about the azis of

revolution, and a vertical ttuss is built around the, spine at

each circular panel. section. The vertical members axe stabilized,

by, secondary h zotal trusses also following the curvature of

the axis of revolution. Additional diag.nal bracing is added

*', during structural analysis to obtain the required structural

1 stiffness and mechanical performance. Figure 6-11, which shows a

3 typical backup truss, indicates the location of diagonal members

and vertical and horizontal trusses. The reflector surface wculd

be tied into the backu) trtss through adjustable support mecha-

nisms to enaD.e the maintenance of Lupu .tL alI.JLrmnt -adf contour and thermal stress relief between the aluminum panels and

steel Members.

A 3-point pickup support enables perfect alignment of

I the elevation and tilt angles of the reflector during erection.

,J Uowever, icr a structure ok 60 x 27 ft or more, the stiffness of

V [IOnly. tar~pe. supports would be inadequate to mainei performance
! V even at. lower frequencies. Consequently, a minimum of four sup-

port polats "a been adopted. The configuration shown in Fig-

u'e 6,-12 has the required stiffness for the 27-ft reflector at

i..iDt locations under all specified conditions. For earth stations

for which a more extreme positioning or tighter rms tolerance is

xequiz-d, a support of six r mobr: points might be necessary

The feed transport building is assumed to be a pre-
, i,', i .engineered e nvirgoiuental en~closure for a cost-effective strut-,;KArn r"' t resit in beam
!f'h .',ii [defoxmnation, the feed mchanism support is assumed to be iidepi-n-"i i

H" dent of the enclosure's foundation. The mininum building size of

1.2 ft on a side acommodates other mechanical and electrical

KI. Iequipment and provides work room around the transport mechanism.
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6.4.3I TEMPRTW~UREI

Structural deaflections due to a l1ot' (5.54C) differen-

tial temperature between the front surface (refl.ector joints) and

the backup and support structures are calculated. This loadingr

condition represents the case in which solar reflection warms up

the exposed reflector surface faster than the sheltered struc- A
tural. members, for example, in the early morning.

6.5 ALLOWABLE DEFORMAZION AN4D TILT ERROR BUJDGET

6.5.1 SURFACE rms "
Man~ufacturing tolerances, rigging adjustm~ents, and de- A

flections due to gravity, wind, and thermal loads are sources ofI
surface deformatioa. ror a first design iteration the total

allowable rmns e-rror budget, FETI is split equally ait~ony the three

separate categories, manufacturing m) erection (r) , and en-I

vironment (cc). since their effectE ire uncor.related27:

E2 + E2 213+2

The total environmental rms error is the sum of the de-

flections of the panel surface (cp) and the backup/support struc-

turez (Es) due to wind, thermal, and gravity forces-.L e + S)(6-11)

A6-20LI.
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Oanufactring'and. rigging rms errors are considered as a total
, fo r the whole systdm. :"."'

The basic MBTA required gain of 54 dB at 7.25 Glz calls

fox a miiiimum operational rms surface tolerance of 0.040 in.

the manufacturing, erection, and environmental effects. If these 4

effects are kept equal, the deflection due to wind, temperature,

and gravity is limited to 0.016 in. (0.41 mm) each for the panels

and support structure. Ideally the deflection of the structureP

under >s own weight is corrected during erection, and the dis-

tortions due to differential temperature are relatively small.

Consequently, the majority of the enviromaental errors can be

budgeted to the wind load deformations.

6.5.2 POINTING ERROR

V I I ~The pbssible sources of pontn ero aewid
gravity, and theimal deflections of the support structuze; align-

: qent -errors during erectiqn of the antenna; and displacements of

the feed. Deflection of the feed structure itself can be elimi-

nated by separating the foundation and supports of the feed

zachanism and the feed tower. Thus, the feed travel is not sub-
jected to displacement due to wind loads on the building walls or

tl-rma. distortions in its controlled environment. Adjustments

cf the feed car, be used to compensate for the lateral displace-
.{i iwnt of che reflector structure and reduce the pointing error.

Hence, displacements due to overall MBTA. pointing error are sub-
tracted from the total aispiecement at eaui puli-hL to obtain

= uCorrected rmS surface error.

6-21
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6.6 STRUCTURAL .. MODEL "."
...... ,-. , . ....... . ..... •

4 .The BY transmission data define the generating para-I
bolic tor~oidal. surface2

where xeflecor sur ,cearencalculatedavia trasfortsio t e ru -

tion (6-3). The 'four-basicparts of the torus antenna are the
railcto sufac paels th bakuptruss, the supp~ort struc-

ture, and. the concrete foundation. Since the backup, support,

and foundation are dependent on the panel size, and number and I
, type of corner supports, design iterations were first performed

on a typical reflector surface panel to optimize its parameters. 2:

6.6.1 PANELS

cm i-i:an:l optimization involved finding a practical design I

ot mi~nim cost and weight. The factors intluencing the design

were material type, fabrication, assembly techniques1 transport-

ability, and erection ease. It was decided to limit the design

~~' to estaLished fabrication techniques, easily available materials,
and common overall size and weight. The meimum panel dimension

was chaosen as 9 ft to accommodate shipping size limitations.

Aluminumr, was used as the basic surface material due to its good

strength-to-weight ratio, availability, goQd Rr characteristics, ,

relatively low cost, and the large number of fabrication houses

familiar with its use in curved panels. For ea i; Z u(uuLeu iL

was decided to limit backup structure connections to simple sup-

ports at each corner point.

6 -2 2. .. . .... ... .1 ."
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:AA
Forws large panels, ilhe adaU1esi. terins 01 on Wr

a.few manufacturing mandrels,

b.* less joints, for simplear et~ictioi procedures,
c. greater aligruLent Cpntrol and I!

i d. a simplex backup .stzu~ture,

*For smaller panels the advantages were ac follows:

a. light weight for ea,a. of shippingand handling,

Sb g •reater stiffness for, each_,panel.

c. eaSe• of manufacture, and

d lower cost per unit area.

rIn addition the following panel material configuration tradeoffs

were considered: WI

a.. solid aluminum plate,

L.. thin aluminum plate backed with corrufated aluminum

sheet,
c. thin, aluminum plate with aluminum stiffeners, or

dj aluminum hone~comb with aluminum face skins.

~. ITo determine tie optimum plate size and configuration,
the makimumr rms deviation is defined as

-2 Irax (6-13)
* -rms ( -3

&-23V
F.m
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il,

Ifee: £axA mst ,A ximum alwbe.vnA

error budget, Smax is 0.014 in, (0.089 cn) and 0X28 in.

(0.176 cm), respectively, for 20- a - overall rms toler-

&aces in 45-mph winds.

For simplicity, the plates are assumed to be flat for
Fteiiilsizing. This is a conservative; a Lumurption since

Scurved plates have greater rigidity than flat plates. The de-S... " lection of :orner-supported square plates is defined as2"

(6-14)

where

a - ft .ution of :dge stiffness :0.0249
• q = uniform wind lbad:= 0.050 Ib/in2 (0.034 N/cm2 )  : + +

++ ~ ~a- side dimension ! ,,i+,+

D plate stiffness = Eh 3/[12(l - 2)].
- 07 ps1 (7 x 106 N/2 ) , the aluminum u.idulus

of elasticityp = PoissL~ns ratio 0.3

. h plate equivalent thickness

The resultant equivalent plate thickness required for

vari: ,is rms surface tolerances is shown in Figure 6-15. This fig-

ure indicates that the minimum total weight is 22.5 psf (1089 NI

f!! cmn ) for a solid aluminum 8-4t square plate contiguration vs

8.9 psf (427 U/m2 ) for a 4-ft plate. The equivalent plate thick-r ness for corrugated honeyconml or beam-stiffened thin plates is

(6-15)

,where I is the section area moment of inertia per ,nit length.

1u 6-24
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Figure 6-15 indicates the critical relationship of

panel size to surface tolerance. Since the 60-mph curve dominates

in both cases, the recommended maximum panel sizes appear to be

8 aund 6 ft for the 40- and 20-mil cases, respectively. Same e;-

amples of equivalent stiffened plates are shown in Figure 6-16.

For a typical 8-it square plate, the section moment of inertia

required to meet the 60-r '1 surface tolerance criteria at 60 mph

would be 0.42 in3/in. (2.7 c 3/cm).

Regardless of configuration, the thinnest aluminum face

sheet used was 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) to protect the reflector sur-

face from permanent deformation due to the impact of hailstones

or other moderate size particles. Z?,3O Based on a maximum panel

dimension of 9 ft (2.7 m), several reflector configurations were

-nalyzed (Figure 6-17). To reduce wind deflections on the struc-

tle, the four corner panels were shaped to eliminate unnecessary

surface area. The configuration of three parabolic panel sections

would require irregularly shaped corner panels to accomplish the

area reduction without gain loss. Simple triangular corner panels

can be used with four parabolic panel sections to minimize area
reduction.

Based on the results of the panel optimization, a stiff,

lightweight, universal support was needed for the reflector. To

add commonality to both the backup structure and the reflector,

the main structiral frame is a basic vertical truss structure

tied to the panels at eacn covrner point. .une generating iui iL,

rotated about the axis of revolution of the reflector. Additional"

stiffness is obtained by tying each vertical frame together via

horizontal trusses and diagonal bracing. Given the latitude and

6-26
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I; longitude at the desiread earth tatioa location, the bac'fup
structure attd reflector panels ater ha rota"tes inEp thie

coordinate system'v~a transtonmto ehein(-)~S yia

*cnftiguratzo:Lu considered for th_ generating vertieal t",i Sa &C5 hown L-a FigurZu 6-18.
Attex panel analysis design zitexationa, it was decided

rto usea 4x,B8 panel retlector surface as the baseline confiUxa-
tion. %'he p anel layout showh'in Figure 6-19 was chosen for don-4:
sign ituration-s. The nine vertcical trusses required for this

~ configuration are supported by the =ain spine truss generated asp

a cuxve about the axis of rotation of the reflector.

I inAll members in this analysis are A"6 structural steel
icommonly available sizes. Ideally the reflector surface paneilsI jare attached to the truss at each o: xner by rods witLh adjustment

machanisms to make alignment correct.'Iona during erectioitAl I A 4-point attachment to the support structure was used
for ~ ~ ~ Bi th ntild 'iq ter~aticns. A detailed view of the backup

~'Istructure reduced from a NASTRAI plot for the 2-it NLTA is shnwn
ii Figure 6-2...

F6.6.3 SUPPORT POINTS

The type of support zata-nbers is determited by the ra- i

quired stiffness of the torus structure in its operational posi-J
tion. The structural stiffness in turn is a function of the

j number and spacing of pick,-up ari foundation points, the unbraceda
length of the stenel members, and their relative confi.guration.

a Thus, e~ach location requires s u-Lique support structure to accom-

& Modat- -it-s antenna positioning.

6-29i'
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Thu Oahtple 7-n±uber steel support structure shown in

'Figuru 6-21 was used for ditsign iterations of the basic MBTA An-4
tuana. It uses a ltner tripod as the! main static load carrying 1
=: ZdXmrnNr. The dynamic wind load is tranamitted throuyl' the V and A,

%t j 9 to greund. The V frame can also serve as a pivot AecCIhflni
wo correcting the, tilt ot the antenna during arectinM. This par-

ticularl 0u41r;t t4yWLei is not a sal±-utanding structure; the j

backupst~~rt meber 'assembly must be incluzded ;:o achievei
~~ ~ ovarall stability.:~a

the,=atsevere %wind load overturning =oaents occur, or wlee

becus atteeto ~lnt of the V and A frame mermbers and. 1
'Y t:..c rcquiacdanterna size or egtreme site location, the 6-mentor

Pigure.6-22 shows tX~e stiffnesa requiremaents of the

CAsae re-flectoz translated to ditterent locations. The projected
ar-ea times'maxi*mum reflector height is nor'Aalizid to its suarf ac~

area tims thi aperture height to give a measure of the relative

deoflections at the Mt. Margret location are potentially six times

as ZLvvare as those at the Ascension Island location.

6.7 STRUcrURAL LAYOUT

The !'2TA-ll program, developed at COMSAT Labs, estab-
lishes the precise ge ometrical coordinates of antenna panels,
backup, support structures, and feeds baezed on optimum RF param-

Iieters and site location. The main part of the program lays out

:1: thae panel ana panel support geometry, front and side wind loads,

6-3i
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Figure 6-21.. Vi.ew of COMSAT UST Tozus
Antenna During Constructionl
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.j

and transmitted panel weight to the corner points. All calcula-

tions are performed in the local (RF parameter) coordinate system

and translated to the global (site-dependent) coordinate system.

Subroutines within MBTA-11 determine the local coordinates of the

desired backup and support structures. These routines are kept
reparate to simplify programming changes to accommodate a new

configuration truss system, foundation layout, or pickup point

designation.

MBTA-1l outputs the NASTRAN grid point sequencing for

the individual panel shape, as shown in Figure 6-23, and for the

backup truss, pickup points, and foundation supports, as shown in

Pigures 6-24 and 6-25. MBTA-11 also details necessary drafting

and surveying information, including the actual arc and chord

lengths of the panels as well as the relative location of the

feeds from the reflector, referenced to the generating paraboloid

vertex. 32

6.8 LOAD ANALYSIS

All environmental loads are generated in the MBTA-11

program. Based on results from panel design iterations, a pro-

jected panel weight per square inch is input. The program calcu-

lates the equivalent concentrated mass at each panel/truss

support point. Thermal loads are generated based on a 101F

(-12"C) temperature at the panel support points and a 0F (-18 0C)

temperature at all other structural joints.

Wind loads are generated based on the projected panel

area in the plane per2endicular to the direction under considera-

tion. The wind load vector is always assumed to be parallel tco

ground for simplicity. In reality, it rarely goes -bove 100 to the

horizontal. Wind loads are calculated in the local coordinate

6-36
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system and reduced in proportion to the cosine of the elevation

,''angle in the aperture plane to determine the horizontal-to-beam

()1TB.) wira loads. The wind forces are also generated perpen-

dicular to the global -X and ±Y axes to determine the overturningI and torsional effects of front and side wind forces.

i---040I '"/" ',,

:tu t /
(]40

404O

/ / \ I\
•t'" I

Figure 6-25. NASTRAN Foundation Grid Point Layout

,i ,,

SThe environmental loading cases are enumerated in
FTable 6-2. In ddition to gravity and thermal conditions, ef-q I

S fects of wind forces of 45, 60, and 125 mph, corresponding to

Ioperational, degraded operational, and survival conditions, are
calculated.

Since wind tunnel tests are not available for the to-

I roidal antenna, the exact wind pressure coefficients are not

known for this shape. A review of the literature pertaining to

tests on mare common structural shapes indicates that a discharge

1... 6-39.. )
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I coefficient of 1.4 for the fxont wind is conservative. 26," This

also demonstrates one advantage of a reiatively flat oruidal re-

flector over the curved paraboloid. Wind tunnel tests performed

on parabolic reflectors indicate that a discharge coefficient of

I at least 1.7 is used for safe design. This represents a relative

increase of 21 percent relative to the wind loads over a toroidal

I reflector3' of equal area.

1 6.9 STATIC ANALYSIS

I Given the grid point sequencing and load case cards
from MBTA-11, a structuxal model for bar and rod members is gen-

erated for the NASTRAN input deck based on the truss and support

structure layouts in Figures 6-24 and 6-25. All rotational de-

grees of freedom are eliminated from the model to simulate a

totally pin-connected structure. This use of bolt- or pin-typeA tconnecion- permits a structure that is easy to assemble and dis-

mantle as required.

The backup truss was modeled by CBAR35 members, hence

permitting the use of elements with triaxial stiffness. Since a

primarily uniaxially stiff structural member such as tubing is
required for the basic 7-member support, the support members were

modeled by CROD 35 members. Additional bracing members were in-

I [cluded as necessary during analysis. In conjunction with the

surface rms results, the stiffness of beams in some locations was
increased while the area and moment of inertia (MOI) of others

were reduced. All selected areas and MOI values correspond to

real members in the Manual of Steel Construction. The primary
backup truss m&mbers were mainly double-angle beams, the secon-

dary diagonal bracing members were single-angle beams and the
support structure mbers were extra strength round tubing.

6-41'i I
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During static analysis iterations, as shown in Fig-
ure 6-26, there were two criteria for the final design. First

the rms deflection was checked for each case. If the allowable

" surface tolerance for the operational or degraded performance
cases was exceeded, additional stiffness was provided or extra

members were included. Secondly, the structural stresses on mem-

bers at the survival loads were checked. Any member exceeding

the yield stress limit or buckling stress criteria was stiffened

accordingly.

The yield stress for the backup truss and support mem-

bers was azsnad to be 36,000 psi for A36 steel. With a ma-rgin

of safety, 24,000 psi was considered the maximum .lowable bend-

ing stress. For long unbraced members the maximum allowable

stress was determined from the buckling criterion
3'

Fa 23 (K/r) 2  (6-16)

where

Fa - allowable axial stress

E = modulus of elasticity

Kl = unbraced length

r = -,ection radius of gyration

In most static analysis iterations, deflection was the

governing criterion for sizing thR backup truss members. The

maximum bending stress determined the size and layout of the

pickup point members between the backup truss and support struc-

tures, and the buckling criteria governed the design of the sup-

port members due to their long unbraced length.

6-42
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IDYNAMIC ANMASTS

Although static analysis vas the prLary solution of

I iinterest during this study, the NAVTRAN normal mode analysis is

also useful. To determine the wind velocitius at which the natu-

* ral frequency of a structure will cause resonant vibration of the

reflector, the fundamental natural. frequency must bt knovn. The

*relationship between these parameters is defined by the nondimn-

sional Strouhal member ":
St

Fn! - natural frequency in Hz

VI = wind velocity at resonance

D = structural diameter

i The fundamental frequency of the 27-i.t M$TA is 12 HZ.

Asawing a Strouhal nuamh-r between 0.15 and 0.20 results in crit-

ical wind velocities between 1100 and 1470 mph; hence, there

should be few difficulties with resonant vibration. To prevent

problems at the maximum. design winds of 125 mph, the natural fre-
quency should be at least a half power beam width above the crit-,

ical frequency, or about 2 Hz. Even for 200-mph wind, the 12-Hz

fundamental frequency is well above critical.

6.3ii ERROR ANALYSIS

The MBTA-12 program was developed to calculate the r-ms

surface deflections of the MTA surface based on NASTRAN results.

The grid point detlections for NASTRAN are punched on cards as

,-I Li
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S well as printed. The punch cards of the original unaetorried loca-

tii. of the reflector surface grid points and deflection output

comprise the input of MaBTA-12.1' I:o
The surface rms error is defined as

I ~ - j--.~ 1 6-18)

Li
where t is the deflection at idividual surface points. Due to

the antenna tilt correction capability of the feed mechanism, the

eoflections due to angular movements of the structure as a whole

are not included in the rms error calculation. Hence, a deformed

su.tace fittinV expression is needed. The simplest method is to

calclate the best fit parabola for each vertical section cut and

calculate the individual section tilt at that locatio.n. However,

* this method omits the horizontal aperture tilt as well as thu

relationship, between sections. Therefore, a surface fitting

I relationship based on equation (6-12), the exact expression for !

the parabolic toroidal surface, is used. To simplify the iesults

the square root of the su.n of the squares (SRSS) deflection is

calculated from

[Di  [d' + d.2 (6-19)

and applied as a single x-axis deflection. This assumaption is

I realistic, since in mo: cases the largest deformation occurs

parallel to the x-axis due tu front wind loads.

5
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Equation (6-12), which is expressed in the form

- -A + + 1 (6-20)
1 16 1 2 2i1

where Ei is the function error to be minimized, has been divided

by 16 F2 R2 to minimize computationa& error on the IAM-360 com-

puter. Curve fitting by the least squares method is performed

based on a minimization of the sum of the deviations squared3 7 :

n

S = (6-21)

If S is a minimum, then (aS/a A) 0 and (3S/3A2) 0. These ex-

pressions reduce to two equations in which A1 and A2 are solved

for the best surface fit.

T The t-iltd surface xi values are then derived by sub-

stituting back into the original equation. Horizontal and verti-

cal surface tilts are measured from the new x coordinates and the

old y and z coordinates. The rms deflection is thcn derived from

the difference between the deflected xi coordinate and the tilted

surface xi, as shown in Figure 6-27.

The left local, center local, and right local rms

values are given as well as the overall rms surface tolerance.

The local values are perhaps a more accurate measure of the gain

loss of the antenna, since these areas are covered by a single

beam illumination rather than the whole reflector surface.

6-46
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7. COCT ESTIMATES FOR A RECOVERABLE MBTA

The cost data presented in this section for var.ious

antenna sizes are based on a central satellite location of 333'

east longitude, an earth station located at COMSAT Labs, a field

*of view angle of 300, and a surface generation angle (00) of

93.5* . All parameters used to determine cost estimates are out-

put from the program MBTA-11. These parameters include the re-

' I flector width (W), which is used with the aperture diameter (D)

to determine the antenna surface area, the maximum reflector

height; the feed arc length and depth; and the corresponding

d'rensions of the feed building. In all cases ground level is
assumed to be 5 ft below the lowest point on the reflector.

Fabrication costs include the costs of reflector sur-

face panels and backup truss and support membeis. As shown in

IFigure 7-1, these costs are a function of surface area and rms
surface tolerance. The RF panels are assumed to be stretch-

formed auminum, approximately eight feet on a side, over uni-

directionalAstiffeners and edge beams. Only the support member

length changes with station location. Since the cost of the

extra length of steel required at different sites is negligible

relative to the total cost, it was not included in that total

Scost.

Estimated erection costs are given as a function of

3 surface area only in Figure 7-2. Unlike fabrication costs, erec-

tion costs are not scaled for surface tolerance since accurate

placement of all members is required.

The antenna foundation costs are scaled from the vol-

f ume of concrete (24 yd3) which is assumed to be necessary to

support the COMSAT UET antenna (32 x 55 ft on moderate to good

soil. The foundation size is assumed to be proportional to the

7-1
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di
area and overall height of the raflector. Since the type of

I soil at any two sites varies greatly in bearing capacity, theiii l cubic yardage assumed for this estimate should not be taken as

an exact guideline. Cost per cubic yard was taken from building

construction cost data for 1977 based on estimated amounts of
L.A

excavation, forms, concrete, and reinforcement required per

footing. 38 TI
The feed transport mechanism cost is quoted as a con-

stant $12,000 independent of aperture size, since the rails and

support steel work are included in the building price estimate. -

The transport cost is based on an actual mechanism designed,

built, and tested at COMSAT Labs. L
The feed building costs include those of the transport _

rails and support structure, a pre-engineered environmental en- *1
closure, and separate foundations for the transport and building.

The rail and mechanism support costs are estimated from values 1

for the width and height of the feed arc. Figures 7-3 and 7-4

show thcse parameters as a function of location for a 27-ft -

reflector with D/R 0.4. The feed building is assumed to be

several feet larger than the transport dimensions with a minimum

of 12 ft on a side. For simplicity, ground level is assumed to

be the same as that of the reflector. Estimates are based on

prices for pre-engineered buildings, steel work, and concrete ]
from 1977 construction cost data with 30-percent additional cost

included for extra mechanical or electrical work. 38  i
De-icing costs are included for DCA's information.

Figure 7-5 khows that the cost asymptotically approaches $22/ft
2  -'

due to the high initial equipment investment required. COMSAT's

experience i'.idicates that this equipment will not be necessary

at the majority of DCA sites. Hence, the cost of de-icing is j
inclided after the subtotal.

7-4 'I
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Table 7-1 lists the cost estimates for three separate

antenna aperture sizes, as shown in Figure 7-6. The basic an-

tenna for this study is the 27-ft reflector, which provides 54-dB

gain in the 7/8-GHz band with 0.040-inch rms surface tolerance.

The cost of this reflector is compared with the cost of the same 1*

reflector with a 0.020-inch surface tolerance, which would be

required for the 20/30-Giz operational frequency bands. The sub- 4

total costs in Table 7-1 indicate that the decrease in fliowable

rms error increases the costs by about 20 percent. Cases 2 and 3

correspond to the required gain of 59 dB in the 7/8-GHz band.

Both 48- and 65-ft-diameter reflectors meet the RF requirements.

Eowever, comparison of the antenna costs in Figure 7-7 indicates

that the antenna with the smallest surface area satisfying the

, !electrical requirements is also the least expensive. The cost of

obtaining 0.020-inch surface tolerance at these aperture sizes is

included for comparison only.

I_ Table 7-2 lists the costs of the basic 27-ft reflector

at several locations. Due to the universal design, fLb-.caton,

transport mechanism, and de-icing costs remain constant for all

sites. Erection costs are scaled slightly above a fixed base

cost, depending on the maximum reflector height. The largest

change in cost is associated tith the building parameters, since

the orientation of the feed window varies radically with the

j site. The parameters on which the cost estimates are based are
shown in Figures 7-8 and 7-9 for the site of interest. In terms

Al. of erection prices, a 27-ft reflector at the COM SAT Labs location

is considered to be the baseline antenna. All building estimates

are based on the aforementioned structural criteria.

Comparison of the subtotal costs of antennas at the

various sites indicates that a small fraction (<10 percent) C¢

the total cost is involved in site-dependent work. A far greater

cost inczease results from a change in the aperture size or a
decrease in the allowable rms surface tolerance.

Y I 7-8
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I Table 7-1. 14B~h Dimonixions ad Cort (FOV -300,

center frequency -7..25 GHz)

Cat* I Case 2 CASS 3
surface OOaioSurfars Ya1.rai"e Suraco Toaaz&=a

0.040-in.1 0. 020-in.0. 0-, 002-. 04 inj 01 i..

ipx~ AX4 W q::(ft' 15 q: ISA 64 60:S2 9181::.J A
Gan Id) 20 20 59 S9 38

'"-1 41,2 43 889892..

tenm PO4tiOn 4W 2:b 4 1.2 12 172

reed ?riaipor

WI~idth (ft) 1 2 17 i7 17 33 3

LeAqticat) 120 20 is0 76 9 38

tou.2io 12-A4 12 12 12 12

wih~a 225 265 i 04 1325 3 13

HeDightq (ft 11.5 1 11 27~ 27,

rot&J. 277 317 ~75 Cos 13 82

Parata 10 40 a 7090 10Zr~clon40 4 16 160 216 26
[on.t=62 62 4. 80 8. 8 . -
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Table 7-2. 27-ft MSTA Dimensions and Cost a

Parazzatur mt. mcrjret Std Iead Asc~oin

DizirS ions

Latitude (deg) -2 60 6b 1
E. Longitude '.deg) 37 13340 346

Ref lctor Height 63 so35 29

Reflector Fonain29 23 161 13

Feed Building

Wid1h (ft)12 22

Length C fr t) 12 22 24 is5

Hteight (ft.% 514 26 1444

Foundation (Yd') 3 5 5 6

F7ee Tzanfsport
617 i8 17

Hieight (tt)1762

cost ($K()

Fabrication 160 A.60 160 160

IFoundation ~ 6 5 4

Building 6 6 58

Transport 1. 2 12 12

Subtotal 224 219q 212 213

Do-icing525 52 52

Ttl276 271 1 264 1 265 1

7-12
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I,,!Latitude 60 North
Wcngitude 13 East
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I Earth Station Location 4: Ascension Islaind
Latitude 7 North
Longituds, 346 East

Earth Gt4 ion LDcation 3: Iceland

Eatitude 66 North
Longitude 340 East

Figure 7-9. ViewS of 27-f t -TA at. uat 3x) a ad 4
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APPENDIX A. PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

dl The computer programs used to perfom the calculations I
for the study program are as follows:jil

a. MBTA-l calculates pointing and geometrical parameters

I given v and X;

b. MBTA-2 calculates the field of view (FOV) as a function

of W/D for fixed D/R, F/R, offset, and generating axiL

angle;

c. MBTA-3 calculates optimum generating axis angle and

rotation axis unit vector components;

d. MBTA-4 calculates the general exact beam pointing angle

@(~9 and rotation vector u as a function of 4t0, OA' v,

and X; J
e. KBTA-5 calculates the gain loss versus normalized sur-

face tolerance (c/X) for fixed feed offset angles;
Sf. MBTA-6 calculates the gain loss of the FOTA versus -ms-

-surface tolerance, (mils), for fixed feed offset
angles;

_g. MBTA-7 calculates the aperture plane phase error char-

acteristics of the MBTA (Oo = 900);

h. MBTA-9 calculates the locus of parabolic plane scanned

beam feed positions and the associated scan angle;

i. MBTA-10 calculates the feed phase center position rela-
tive to the parabolic focus given a desired spherical

plane scan angle, e., and furnishes the direction co-
siaes for the feed pointing;

j. MBTA-11 calculates the relative coordinates of the an-
tenna reflector surface, possible feed locations, and

backup truss, support structure, and foundation joint

j members; and

IA-1
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k. 1NBTA-12 calculates the beam painting exror in' the azi-
muth and elevation planes and the rmn surface deforma-

I " tions at each vertical and horizontal cross section,

MBTA-11 takes the mechanical specifications, aperture

d.ameter (D), ratios D/R (DR) and F/R (FR), field of view angle

(s), offset dimension (H), and site-dependent earth station lati-

tue,,.east longitude, central satellite east longitude, and sur-

face generation angle (a) to determine the relative coordinates

of the antenna reflector surface, possible feed locations, and

backup truss, support structure, and foundation joint members,

To determine individual panel corner points and truss and pickup

point locations, the number of parabolic and circular panel

points, vertical truss points, and desired pickup points must be

used as input.

r[ The output of MITA-11 consists of the elevation (&) and

L azimuth (.1) angles of the reflector; the local (site-independent)

- i and global (site-depenuenL') coordinatos of the generating parab-

ola, vertical truss, panel and truss points, pickup, feed, and

foundation; the panel arc and chord lengths for manufacturing;

and the approximate panel weights (based on assumed weight per

unit irea). The local and global front and side wind forces for

45-, 60-, and 125-mph wind velocities are generated as well zs

thermal and gravity forcas if required. Print output is always

given, with the quantity determined by some of the input paran-

eters. Punch output can be requested for the NASTAI input cards

for truss and panel point (GRID) locations ad gravity (GRAV),

wind (FORCE), and thermal (TERP) loads. The transfor=,ation vector
(CORD) 'between the global and local coordinate systems is also

given to enable either set of outputs to be used as desired.

A-2
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Program MBTA-12, written at COMSAT Laboratories, takes

as input the ideal surface coordinates fron MZTA-11 and the

N tSTRAN diJsplacement vector punch output. It calculate* the beam
poinlting:error in the azimuth and elevation planes and the rma

!sace defo-nations at each vertical and horizontal cross sec-

S-tion, For each" case, the output includes the SRSS deflection at

each backup truis point and the resultant tilts and local irms4values. HB! A-12 calculates the best fitting toroidal surface to-

the deflected points. The beam pointing error is calculated as

j I the angular difference between the ideal surface and the fitted
surface. The rms error is a measure of the difference between

the deflected and the fitted surface..

! •i

do

Ni
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